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This study first summarizes extant empirical research
concerning role depiction of women in television.

Analysis

of these studies show television's portrayal of women as
discriminatory.
Second, this study reports results of an original survey
of women's organizations to determine what stands and actions

had been taken concerning (1) role depiction and (2) employment of women by the television industry.

Out of ninety-two

organizations surveyed, fifty-one (55 percent) returned useable questionnaires.

Responding groups fell into nine cate-

gories, with political and educational organizations most
active.

National Organization for Women was particularly

active.

Responding groups most often used "citizen action"

and "informational actions" to achieve goals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Background
The year 1787 was the date of one of the first pleas for
women's rights in the United States.

The question of the

franchise for women was considered at the Constitutional
Convention and referred to the individual colonies.
that point in history,

At

individuals such as Thomas Jefferson

opposed citizenship rights for women while individuals such
as Charles Brockden Brown and Thomas Paine agitated for
women's rights.

However, the organized feminist movement

grew out of women's activity in anti-slavery agitation,

and

began in 1848 at the Women's Rights Convention held at Seneca
Falls, New York. 1

At this convention, a Declaration of

Sentiments was written.

The declaration protested some of

the contemporary inequalities that made women second class
citizens--disfranchisement,
marriage,

unequal

legal incapacity arising from

divorce laws, the double standard of

morals, occupational limitation,
opportunities,

the denial of educational

and subordination in church government.2

Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucy Stone, and Susan
B. Anthony agitated for full legal,
equality for women.

social, and political

They also advocated equal pay for equal

1
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work.

Although many persons attempted to belittle and

discredit these demands,

the women's rights advocates did

secure the support of men such as Garrison, Phillips, Channing, Whittier, and Emerson. 3
The feminists who were present at the Seneca Falls
convention were not typical of most American women of that
day.

They had participated in the abolitionist struggle,

demonstrating by their very involvement that they differed
from the prevailing norms of female behavior.4

In addition

to their suffrage demands, the early feminists also wanted
to transform society's concept of women.5

Such a desire

further removed them from accepted norms of female behavior.

After the Civil War, feminism divided into the "conservative" American Women's Suffrage Association

(AWSA),

which was concerned with winning the ballot, and the "liberal"
National Women's Suffrage Association

(NWSA), which was

committed to more extreme institutional change.
however,

In 1890,

the two forces of the movement reunited to form

the National Women's Suffrage Association.

This organiza-

tion's aim was to amend the Constitution of the United States
to guarantee women the vote.

The limited feminist demand

for the vote was accompanied by the feminists'

acceptance

of the concept of female distinctiveness as the more tenable
political position.6
nists'

N-woll

This position compromised the femi-

1848 platform demanding full equality.

imp i Now M 11
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As the Progressive period began, its reformers and the
suffragists often found themselves working toward similar

ends and so developed close ties.7

William H. Chafe,

feminist critic and scholar, wrote "by the second decade
of the twentieth century,

the suffrage movement had succeeded

in establishing itself as an important part of the Progressive
coalition.,,8

In 1919, the suffrage amendment, the issue behind which
the suffragists had rallied, passed House and Senate.9
1920,

it became the Nineteenth Amendment to the U. S.

stitution.

In
Con-

The passing of the national suffrage amendment

was touted by President Wilson as being vital to a U. S.
victory in World War I.

His support of the amendment pos-

sibly affected its final acceptance. 1 0
In the military struggle of World War II, the conflict
created a demand for women in the work force.

While the

war caused a tremendous increase in the number of women

employed, it failed to bring definite improvement in economic opportunities

for most women.

Instead, discrimin-

ation still existed in professional employment, wage scales,

and community services.

Although the 1940's showed that

women could be an important part of the labor force, traditional attitudes toward women's place as being in the home,
remained largely unchanged.1 1
As can be seen,

feminist movements

tend to grow out

of or become affiliated with national concerns in other areas--
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e.g., originating in the abolitionist cause and merging with
the Progressive coalition.

And feminist movements

in the

past seemed to have had "right" and "left" wings--e.g.,
the AWSA and the NWSA.

So today's new feminism is comprised

of several different constituencies,

at least one of which

grew out of other activist movements of the 1960's.

The

"right wing" (relatively speaking) is the National Organization for Women (NOW) formed in 1966 by Betty Friedan.
Initiated by well-educated women, NOW represented a reformist approach to equality and acted on the premise that

the social structure could be changed from within through
already existing methods such as legislation and persuasion.
The left wing is the women's liberation groups, made up
mostly of younger, more radical women, many of whom had
been involved in the peace,
ments. 1 2

civil rights, and student move-

These social action projects had attracted many

women who were quickly channeled into traditional roles,
cooking, typing, cleaning, etc.

The men of the New Left

did not take turns at these tasks.

The women resented the

concept of working in a "freedom movement" without being
really free.

From an organizational concept, this younger

branch prided itself on its lack of organization.

Its

philosophy contained the idea that structures were confining
and leaders,

isolated and elitist.1 3

The right wing, or

women's rights groups, and the left wing, or women's
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liberation groups, are the small, highly visible core of
the large-scale modern feminist movement.1 4
The new feminists, in contrast to the nineteenth-

century American feminists, feel that biology plays only a
minor role in observed differences in men's and women's.

behavior.

Today's feminists believe the differences in

behavior are due in large part to differences in the
socialization processes of the sexes.

They protest the

degree to which existing social institutions,

backed by

cultural values and normative expectations, program women
into an extremely narrow role.15
With the feminists'
processes,

concern with the socialization

it was almost inevitable that they turned their

attention to mass media.

Movement members saw the mass

media as a form of communication that contributed to the
secondary socialization of the female.16

The movement

members are particularly concerned with television and its
role as a socializing agent.
Television,

a major part of the mass media, began its

rapid growth in the years, 1952-54.

At that time many indi-

viduals became concerned with the social and cultural influences of television upon the viewers.1 7

By the mid-1960's,

each American home had at least one television receiver.1 8
As television spread,

so did concern for the effects of

television upon society,

and its influence on the normative

behavior patterns of the public.

Many research studies
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appear to result from concern over the possible "harmful"
effects of television upon the audience.

Researchers are

concerned with both long and short range effects.

The

short range effects are relatively easy to research.

Here,

researchers wish to know if a televised stimulus results
a certain,

rather immediate response after viewing.

in

Less

testable, yet possibly of greater concern to a greater
number of persons, are television's long range effects upon
the viewer.
concern.

DeFleur has described the reasoning behind this

The mass media,

through selective presentations

and the emphasis of certain themes, creates impressions
among their audiences

hat common cultural norms concerning

the emphasized topics are structured or defined in some

specific way.1 9
The relationship of television to social

behavior defi-

nitely concerns feminists who view the Amerian socialization
process as unfair to women.

The possibility of the long

range effects of television's depiction of women becoming an
acceptable norm of behavior is frightening to most feminists.
The possibility of television reinforcing negative or incorrect stereotypes of women is also detrimental
feminists.

to the aims of

Further, feminists assumed that television could

be used to help change existing incorrect stereotypes of
women, and so they were working to change television s role
depiction of women.

7
Problem
Feminists criticize the role depiction of women on
television as narrow, distorted, and also limiting as a

role model for children and adolescents.

Some empirical

research has been done to determine if indeed there is a
stereotyped depiction of women's roles on television.
has been little
in this area.

There

coordination of the various research efforts
The results of the research efforts have

been scattered over various journals, press releases,

trade

publications,

the

and conference presentations.

However,

results that have been forthcoming seem to reinforce the
fears of the feminists concerning the way television depicts
women.

Such reinforcement, of course, leads to even more

criticism.
A second major concern of feminist groups involves
alleged discrimination against women in employment practices
of the television industry.

Five major Federal laws and a

myriad of state laws forbid such employment discrimination,2 0
yet sex discrimination is said to continue.
In many instances feminists have organized in order to
combat role depiction or employment discrimination in the
television arena.

Umbrella organizations and coalitions

composed of several feminist groups have been formed in
order to have a more powerful voice in broadcasting issues.
Organizations have audited actual television programming,
thus gathering empirical evidence of role discrimination

8
toward women, and have published reports.

Groups have

filed petitions to deny license renewal against particular

television stations.

Feminist information centers have

been established to distribute resource materials on
television and women.

Publications such as Media Report

to Women have been created to bring media news to women.
Groups working to eliminate bias in news reporting have
formed protest groups.

Groups wanting more and better

women's programming have issued statements to specific
television stations.

Feminists are attempting to create

television stations owned and operated by women.

Talented

women are working together to create films about women for
national television.21
So the concerns of the feminist movement with respect
to television have seemed to focus on two major areas.

Femi-

nists are concerned with (1) the role depiction of women on
television and
industry.

(2) women's employment in the television

However,

up to now, no effort has been under-

taken to sort out all the recent results,

stands, opinions,

and actions concerning women and television.

In the light

of the growing importance of feminism in this country, such
an effort seems necessary and important.

Also, with all

the feminist activity in media at this time,

this study

seems extremely relevant to the problems of today's women.
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Purpose
The purpose of this study is to summarize

(1) empirical

research to determine if, indeed, the results show consistently

that depiction of women in television is discriminatory;
(2) the efforts of women's organizations working to change
the role portrayal of women; and (3) the efforts of women's
organizations working to improve employment opportunities
in the television industry.

Procedure
This study consists of two main parts.

First,

it

summarizes the available empirical research concerning the
role depiction of women in television.

Second, the study

reports the results of an original survey of the efforts
and actions of women's organizations directly involved in
supporting or instigating changes in
ming and

(1) television program-

(2) employment in the television industry.

The survey was conducted in the following manner.

First,

a list of women's organizations was selected from the following
sources:

Women's Organizations and Leaders--1973; The Rights

of Women--The Basic ACLU Guide to a Woman's Rights; and
Encyclopedia of Associations;
nist publications.

and trade, popular, and femi-

Groups selected for survey included

women's media organizations and women's organizations involved
in some particular area of television related to their overall purpose.
small,

The number of women's organizations,

large and

local and national, was relatively small--less than

10
one-hundred.

The selection process attempted to include

every such organization.

The survey was thus a census

rather than a sampling process.

A questionnaire which was

pre-tested on ten individuals prior to the survey, was sent
to each organization on the list.

The questionnaire re-

quested information concerning the organization's composition and number of members, primary aim or purpose,
perceived political classification, stands concerning role
depiction or employment of women in the area of television,
actions concerning role depiction or women's employment,

and

a request for additional names and addresses of relevant
organizations.

The respondent was allowed to check a

blank if results of the survey were desired,
The survey was a mailing type, done in two waves.

In

the first wave, the mailing package consisted of an original
typewritten letter which was also pre-tested,
questionnaire,

and a stamped return envelope.

a one-page
The second

wave went in the mail about a month after the first and
consisted of a letter,
tionnaire,

each individually addressed,

and a stamped return envelope.

a ques-

Follow-up letters

were sent to each responding organization thanking the
respondent and requesting any necessary additional information.

Some of the organizations are relatively small,

operating with volunteer staff.

Some of them are single-

purpose--they organized for a specific aim,
purpose, and disbanded;

achieved their

thus they no longer existed when
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the questionnaire was sent out.

Taking into account these

two factors, the survey aimed at a response rate of 65
percent.

However, since the questionnaire asked for mainly

factual information from interested organizations,

the goal

of a moderate response rate of 65 percent was considered
satisfactory.

Scope and Limitations of the Research
In summarizing studies of televised role depiction of
women, this study is limited to existing empirical research
in the areas of television commercials, dramatic programming,
and situation comedies.

It does not review empirical studies

dealing with the role depiction of women in other categories
of television programming such as news programs, quiz programs,

talk shows, variety programs,

or documentaries.

These latter types of studies are extremely limited in
number and do not seem to offer the models for emulation as
consistently as do commercials, drama,

and comedy.

With

reference to the survey of women's employment opportunities,
this study is limited to the television industry,

specifically

television stations--their administrative, program production,
and on-the-air personnel.

It does not deal with employment

of women in adjunct industries--program production companies,
national advertising representatives,

etc. --or in other

media fields, such as radio, newspapers, magazines,
or advertising agencies.

film,
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Recent and Related Research
Various studies concerning the image of women in
television have been done.

There has been, however, no

comprehensive attempt undertaken to summarize these -studies
as is done in the present study.
hensive research reports,

Two of the most compre-

relevant to this study, pertain

to the roles and images portrayed by television.

Charles

Fisher's 1974 dissertation, titled "Marital and Familial Roles
on Television:

An Exploratory Sociologicall Analysis," con-

cluded that role behavior on television can serve as imitative
models for the viewer.2 2

Leeda Pollock Marting's 1973

dissertation, titled "An Empirical Study of the Images of
Males and Females During Prime-Time Television Drama," noted
that the images of male characters and female characters
were perceived differently from each other in 84 percent
of the images examined.

Marting also found that the images

of male and female characters in prime-time television are
different from the males and females in real life.23
There have also been several studies that dealt with
the employment of women in television.
by Smith and Harwood in 1966.

One study was reported

It dealt with women in tele-

vision and radio and was based on the data from "People

in

Broadcasting" a 1960 study by the Association for Professional
Broadcasting Education and the National Association of
Broadcasters. 2 4
by Audrey B.

Another major employment study was conducted

Hansen in 1965 as a thesis titled

"A Descriptive
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Survey of Career Women in United States Television Stations
and Various Job and Attitude Factors Affecting Their Employ-

ment." 2 5

A more contemporary study was conducted by Ralph

M. Jennings and David Tillyer of the Office of Communication
of the United Church of Christ.
Employment Practices:

Titled "Television Station

The Status of Minorities and Women,

1973," the study was concerned with recent station employment practices.2 6
With reference to employment, the present study differs
from previous studies in that it describes what is being
done by women's organizations to ameliorate employment
discrimination toward women in the television industry.

The

proposed study also differs from previous studies in that
it presents an over-all view of women and television.

Based

on the summary of empirical research and the survey of organizations, this study makes a general analysis of the present
state of women and television in light of the new feminist
movement.

It attempts to formulate general statements

regarding the two major areas of concern in the proposed

study.
Definition of Terms

In order to further delimit the boundaries of this study,
certain terms that are used frequently in the present study
are defined as follows:
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1.

The term "feminism" is defined as a serious reform

movement viewed in the contemporary social context.

The

movement is extremely complex and is not categorically
treated in this particular study.2 7
2.

The term "feminist" is defined as any person or

group of persons, male or female, who is sympathetic or
active within the feminist reform movement.
3.

The term "Women's Liberation" is defined as numer-

ous independent groups scattered throughout the country, each
generally composed of from six to twelve young women.
participants discuss, through consciousness-raising,

The
the

social forces that mold them in the traditional behavior
patterns of the feminine role.
organization,
However,

Most groups have no formal

no membership dues,

and no elected leaders.

in some instances, these groups have become more

structured and have become involved in working
change.

Generally,

for social

this segment is the younger branch of

the new feminist movement.2 8
4.

The term "Women's Rights" refers to the larger,

more formally structured organizations who are working for
the reform of women's status by legal, social, and other
pressures upon existing institutions. 2 9
5.

"Stand" is defined as a person or group taking an

official position in order to support, justify, or change
an existing social or legal practice, act, law, or institution.

"Stand," in the case of an organization,

refers
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to an official position as a result of an organization's
charter or as a position adopted by the general membership of an organization, or by the officers or spokesperson of the organization,

acting for the general member-

ship.
6.

"Action" is defined as a specific process, act,

or legal proceeding in order to support,

justify, change or

amend a specific state of an existing social or legal condition.

Specific action refers to one or a combination of

the following:
publication;

(3)

(4) law suits;
newals;

(1) organized letter-writing;

(2) pamphlet

conduct or commission of research studies;

(5) filing of petitions to deny license re-

(6) complaints filed with the Federal Communications

Commission;

(7)

Commission;

(8) organizing of feminist media resources;

(9)

hearings before the Federal Communications

development of available feminist media presentations

for feminist groups;

(10)

establishment of feminist owned

and operated television stations.

Other meaning of "action"

is explained as used in the text.
7.

"Role depiction"

is defined as the sociological

and character representation of a particular sex.
study,

In this

the concern is with the "role depiction" of the

female sex.
8.

"Portrayal" is defined as depiction or representa-

tion and used interchangeably with "role depiction."
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9.

"Image"

is defined as a sociological

symbol of a

particular sex.
10.

"Employment opportunities" is defined as equal and

favorable circumstances or advancement situations available,
either to a male or female seeking to pursue a particular
occupation, profession, or trade.

In this particular

study, "employment opportunities" is used in reference to
the television industry.
11.

"Discrimination" is defined as an unfair or injurious

distinction in treatment of one individual or group by another
individual or group.
12.

"Sexism" is defined as discrimination as a result

of being of the female sex.
Other terms are defined in the text as used.
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CHAPTER II
ROLE DEPICTION STUDIES
Feminists are concerned with what they perceive to be
the unbalanced image of women portrayed by television.

They

are concerned with the power of television to form, to distort,
and to confuse images with reality.

Some see the role depic-

tion of women as one of humiliated, submissive, and even
servile creatures. 1

There has been empirical research of

television content to determine whether or not the feminists,
concerns are justified.

But there has been no comprehensive

attempt to correlate the results of these various research
projects.

Therefore, in this chapter the empirical studies

dealing with the role depiction of women in television will
be analyzed in an effort to determine their areas of agreement.

Obviously, the dissimilarities among the different
studies make exact comparisons
hand,

inappropriate.

the overall similarity of purpose

extent, methodology)

On the other

(and, to a certain

of the studies allows some discernment

of direction of results.

And these results, the subject of

this chapter, seem consistently to bear out some of the
contentions of the feminists--television does not depict
women as fully rounded, independent,

19

complete persons.
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In the following section of this chapter, each of the
available studies--its aims,
is described.

subjects, methodology,

etc.--

In the next section, the results of the

studies are reported.

Here, the results have been divided

into categories, and so the results are reported to show

what the research says about each of the following aspects
of television's portrayal of women:
roles,

number of women's

age and personal characteristics,

occupation, marital

status, locale, concerns, depiction as sex objects, status
Finally, the

relative to men, and male/female behaviors.

last section of this chapter contains a summary profile of
depiction of women in television, based on the preceding
results.

Studies

This chapter analyzes results from a total of twelve
Six were done in the area of television commer-

studies.
cials.

Four were done on dramatic programs.

One study

dealt with children and family television programs, 64
percent of which were situation comedies.

Another study

dealt with adventure, situation comedies, and commercial
programming.

The studies of television commercials were all

done during the three-year period, 1971 to 1973; the dramatic
programming studies, 1969 to 1973; and the situation comedies,

1972 and 1973.

analysis.

Methodology in all cases was content

The aims, sampling methods, categories, and

statistical tools, of course, varied from study to study.
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In television commercial studies, Joseph R. Dominick
and Gail E.

Rauch of the Department of Communications Arts

and Sciences of Queens University in New York, studied a
sample of early-1971 network TV advertisements.
and Rauch,

Dominick

in their study, sought to determine how women were

portrayed in television advertisements, and how their portrayal contrasted with that of men.

Trained coders viewed

and coded prime-time advertisements over a two-week period

from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. one week and from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
the second week from April 14 to 28, 1971.
comparison,

For purposes of

trained coders also viewed and coded men appearing

in random prime-time advertisements from May 31 to June 5,

1971.

Intercoder reliability on all variables was 92 percent

except for perceived role of the female for which intercoder
reliability was 85 percent.
coded in the study.2

A total of 986 commercials were

The data analysis was made by cross

tabulations and chi-square tests.3
The New York Chapter of the National Organization for
Women also conducted a commercial study in May,
a one and one-half year time period,

1972.

Over

they used cross tabu-

lations to analyze 1,241 commercials
Another chapter of the National Organization for Women,
The National Capital Area Chapter of Washington, D.
conducted a study of television commercials.
conducted in May and June,

1972,

C.,

The study was

over a three week period.

Viewing of commercials was from 7 a.m.

to 1 a.m., excluding
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Sunday from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m..

The group's methodology

consisted of the coding of commercials which were aired
during the specific time periods.

Two-thousand,

seven-

hundred fifty commercials were analyzed by cross tabulations.5
In a fourth study of television commercials,

the Toronto

Women's Media Committee worked in consultation with Alice
Courtney and Thomas Whipple of York University,
Canada.

Toronto,

Courtney and Whipple reported the results of

the Toronto study along with the results of the above
mentioned New York and Washington NOW studies.

study was done in January and February,
of television programming,
8 p.m.

from 1 p.m.

1973.

The Toronto

Three days

to 3 p.m.

and from

to 10 p.m., were viewed and all 434 commercials

were videotaped.

The data analysis was made by cross tabu-

lations and chi-square tests. 6
Three other studies,

released in 1974 and 1975,

also

considered the role depiction of women in television commercials.

The New York Women's Conference Committee of the

Screen Actors Guild of New York conducted one study from
November,

1973,

to January, 1974.

The study attempted to

establish solid data concerning sexual roles in television
commercials

in 1973.

From such data,

it attempted to study

employment patterns in making commercials and the correlative
image presented of women in the commercials.

The sample for

the survey of sexual roles in television commercials was the
659 commercials

among twenty-eight product categories of the
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1973 Clio Awards competition, conducted by the Clio Organization.7

Volunteers from the Guild collected data in three

two-hour screening
tive weeks.

sessions held each week for four consecu-

The volunteers rated the commercials

were shown twice from the Clio reels.

The data was collected

from the rating charts, sorted, and tabulated.
was used to analyze the data.

as they

A computer

Correlation coefficients

and t-tests were used in analysis of the data. 8
The other 1974 commercial study was conducted by the
Image of Women in Television Committee, Sacramento Branch,
American Association of University Women.

They used fifty-

one monitors to check all local news programs every day
on the three local affiliates of the national television
networks

([KCRA-TV]

NBC;

[KXTV]

CBS; and [KOVR-TV] ABC)

in the Sacramento area during the month of April,
In addition,

1974.

the commercials before, during, and after the

news programs were also monitored.

The group monitored

470 news programs and 4,501 commercials surrounding the
news programs.

Data analysis was made by tabulations;

statistical tools were not reported. 9

For purposes of this

study, only the commercial segment of the AAUW study was
analyzed.
A segment of a study conducted in 1973 and 1974 and
released in 1975 dealt with role depicition ofwomen in
television commercials.

It was conducted by Women on
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Words and Images of Princeton, New Jersey, a feminist
group concerned with sex-role stereotyping in the media.
The group studied 214 commercials during the sixteen most
widely viewed prime-time dramatic shows
to 9:30 p.m.)

(from 7:30 p.m.

during the entire 1973 viewing season.

Trained observers, made up of seven two-person teams,
viewed and recorded data concerning the commercials
panying the dramatic programs.

accom-

Training sessions were held

to clarify the research procedures and unify the coding
procedures.

Data was analyzed by tabulations; statistical

tools were not reported.1 0
Another area that has had some empirical investigation
concerning the role depiction of women has been in the area
of dramatic programming.

John F.

both of Brigham Young University,

Seggar and Penny Wheeler,
conducted a study to

discover variances between portrayals of minority roles
and those of white Americans.

Data from 250 half-hour

units was collected between the hours from 3:30 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

daily, and from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., Saturdays

and Sundays,
1971.

to

for five succeeding weeks in February and March,

Data from 1,830 distinct portrayals was collected.

The data was analyzed by tabulation and standard deviation. 11
In another study concerning women in dramatic programming,

Nancy Tedesco 6f the University of Pennsylvania

analyzed data collected as part of a larger project dealing
with what were called "cultural indicators."

In the project,
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Tedesco studied the message system of prime-time network
dramatic programming and what cultural messages were received by the viewers.

Her analysis used major characters

in a four-year sample of non-cartoon prime-time network
dramatic programs

from 1969 to 1972.

of describing the characters

Methodology

consisted

in categories of demographic

terms and descriptive variables.

The characters were

rated on fifteen five-point semantic differential-type
personality scales (e.g.,
Tedesco

also tabulated

repulsive-attractive, unfair-fair).

the employment

of television

char-

acters and the field of activity for professional characters. 1 2
Yet another area of drama that has received some empirical study is that of the daytime serial.

A study of this

type was conducted by Joseph Turow, a doctoral

candidate

in Communication at the University of Pennsylvania.
this study,

In

a sample of twelve hours of daytime soap operas

and twelve hours of evening prime-time was analyzed.

The

study allowed the world of daytime television drama, aimed
primarily at female audiences,
programming,

to be compared with evening

which is aimed at men, women,

In analyzing the data,

and children.

every advising and ordering

action between the sexes was systematically

inter-

observed and

coded.13
Another study of daytime serials
Mildred Downing,

a researcher

formerly on the Drexel

University faculty in Philadelphia.

rrrF

was conducted by

The study was

conducted
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in June, July, and August of 1973.

The study used 300

episodes of fifteen daytime serials,
each serial.

twenty episodes for

Downing's methodology consisted of monitoring

the serials at the actual time of broadcast.

Her obser-

vations were checked by a team of five co-monitors, who,
altogether, watched ninety half-hour episodes.

Time, place,

and locale of each of the serial drama settings were examined.
Information was recorded for 256 dramatic characters regarding sex,

age,

race, marital status,

social class,

occu-

pation, participation in violent acts, moral evaluation,
health, weight,
tions

and personal beauty.

Interpersonal rela-

in which the characters were portrayed were also

studied.

There was also an attempt by the researcher to

access goals and values implied from the interpersonal
relations between the serial characters. 1 4
These studies have been concerned with the role
depiction of women in commercials and dramatic programming.
Feminists are also interested in the role portrayal of
women in yet another type of programming--that of the
situation comedy.

However, no particular studies exist

solely in this area of television programming.

One study

was found concerning women's portrayal in children and
family TV programs.

This study included, but was not

limited to, situation comedies
L.

Long and Rita J.

and was conducted by Michele

Simon, members of the staff of the

Institute of Communications Research,

University of Illinois.
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Sixty-four percent (fourteen of the twenty-two shows) of
the programs studied were situation comedies.
eight were cartoons.

Their survey methodology consisted

of viewing each show a minimum of five times
April,

1972.

for analysis:

The remaining

in March and

The following four dimensions were selected
(1)

amount of time women appeared on the

screen (further categorized to number of appearances per
program,

length of time per appearance, and total exposure

time per program);
they performed;

(2)

statuses women occupied and roles

(3) nature of male-female interaction (such

as dominant-submissive,

active-passive,

strong-weak);

(4)

physical characteristics and concern with appearance of
their own, their families and their home. 1 5
In another study largely of situation comedies, by
Women on Words and Images of Princeton, New Jersey, Neilson
ratings for the first week of November,

1973 were employed

to discover the most widely-viewed shows in the prime-time
hours from 7:30 p.m.

to 9:30 p.m..

Sixteen dramatic shows

were selected, consisting of four adventure shows and twelve
situation comedies.

Trained observer teams viewed and

recorded information for three episodes of two or three
shows or more.

Categories were used to classify information

concerning major and minor actors and actresses.16
also tallied behaviors

for each scene and recorded the sex

of the actor performing the behavior.
on Words and Images,

Observers

The group, Women

stated,however,that "observer bias
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must be assumed to affect the data to some extent.

The

concern over perceived stereotyping on TV that prompted
the study may have influenced the observers and it is
important to keep this advocacy stance in mind when reading
the data.'

7

This caveat should be considered whenever

this study is cited in the following section.
Results

of the Studies

As a first step toward summarizing results of the
role depiction studies, informal analysis was made of each
study.

The studies seemed to analyze television role

depiction of women in terms of nine descriptors.
were number of women's roles,

age and personal character-

istics, occupation, marital status,
piction

locale, concerns,

as sex objects, status relative to men,

female behaviors.

de-

and male/

More formal analysis of the studies

revealed that these nine descriptors were,

indeed, the

means by which role depiction was measured.
used only one of these descriptors,
several of them.

These

However,

Some studies

some measured along

the purposes of the studies

a group seemed to revolve around
depiction using these nine terms.

as

a description of role
Therefore,

the results

of the studies will be reported under each of the descriptors.
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Number of Women's Roles
The results of these studies show consistently an
underrepresentation of women in television.

This under-

representation is particularly visible in the areas of
dramatic programming and commercial voice-overs.

In

commercials, off-camera voice-over announcing is dominated
by men.

Voice-over.--In television commercials,

Dominick and

Rauch's study showed that the off-camera job of voice-over
announcer was performed almost entirely by males.

Only

6 percent of the 946 advertisements with voice-overs employed
a female voice.

Eighty-seven percent of the advertisements

used a male voice-over while 7 percent used a chorus.

In an

over-all comparison of the studies by Dominick and Rauch,
New York NOW Chapter, Washington NOW Chapter, and the Toronto
Women's Media Committee,

Courtney and Whipple found that men

were overwhelmingly present as voice-overs,
to 89 percent of the total voice-overs.

accounting for 87

The study by Screen

Actor's Guild resulted in percentages of off-camera speaking
principals of 93 percent male and 7 percent female.

The

same study recorded off-camera singing principals as 71
percent male and only 29 percent female.

In the study by

the Sacramento Branch of American Association of University Women, the findings showed

4,068 male commercial

announcers and 751 female announcers.

The study by Women

on Words and Images found similar results as the other studies

-,IVA
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concerning off-camera voice-overs.

Of 214 commercials

analyzed, 96 percent of the off-camera
voice-overs were
male with 4 percent being female.
These similar findings by these
seven studies show
that male off-camera voice-overs dominate
the commercial
messages by about seven to one.

In several of the studies,

it was suggested that this situation
exists because advertisers probably consider the male voice
more authoritative
than the female voice.

Even the majority of off-camera

singing principals consists of male voices
as shown in
the Screen Actor's Guild study.
On-camera.--In another aspect of television
commercial
employment--women fared better.

Women were almost as likely

as men to be seen as product representatives.
and Rauch's study,

60 percent of the product representatives

were male with 40 percent female.
Chapter's study,

In Dominick

In the Washington NOW

53 percent of the product representatives

were men with 47 percent women.

The Toronto Women's

Media Committee's study found that 50
percent of the product representatives were male with 50
percent female.

In

the Screen Actors Guild's study on-camera
speaking principals
were 63 percent male and 37 percent female.
Women, however, may differ from men in
the times they
are likely to appear as product representatives,
but the
results are mixed.
Courtney and Whipple noted that the
studies by the Washington NOW Chapter
and the Toronto Women's
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Media Committee found there were more female than male
product representatives during the daytime when,
the viewing audiences are dominated by women.

supposedly,

During the

evening hours, with as many men as women in
the audience,
males were significantly more likely to be employed as
commercial sales people.
Words and Images'
parts than males.

On the other hand, the Women on

study found that females had more speaking
There were 195 commercial on-camera speaking

parts for females and 164 for males in commercials
ing evening prime-time dramatic programming.

surround-

The group

did advance the theory that the reason women had more speaking parts on-camera was a result of what they were saying.
Their speaking function usually was one of a demonstrator of
a household product.
Results of role depiction of women in dramatic programming showed that women were underrepresented.

For instance,

in number representation of women in dramatic programming,
Seggar and Wheeler found that of 1,830 portrayals,
were male and 18.3 percent female.

81 percent

Females, except for

Orientals, were shown less than 25 percent of the time.
Tedesco's study of leading dramatic characters,

In

she reported

54.3 percent of the total males were in action-adventure
programs with only 26 percent of the total females in such
programming.

All other kinds of programs including situation

comedies contained the remaining 45.5 percent of the males
and the remaining 73.1 percent of females.

Turow found that
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70 percent of the characters in evening dramas were male.
In daytime serial drama, he found 54 percent male speaking
roles and 46 percent female.
serial drama,

In Downing's study of daytime

she found 48.4 percent women characters and

46.9 percent men.
In the study by Women on Words and Images,

the group

found that more males than females appeared on all 16 shows
analyzed.
studied,

In major characters in all sixteen dramatic shows
61 percent were male.

85 percent were male characters.
percent were male.

However, in adventure shows,
In situation comedies 55

In minor characters, males out-numbered

females seventy-six to fifty-six in total minor characters

observed.
These studies show that women are underrepresented in
prime-time dramatic programming and in action-adventure
programming.

However,

in daytime serial drama,

fairly equal representation with males.

females have

In situation comedies,

females are about equally represented with males.
Overall,

in number representation,

these studies show

that males outnumber females tremendously as authoritative
commercial voice-overs.

Although women are more equally

represented in on-camera commercial speaking parts,
situation,

this

according to two studies, vanishes for commercials

surrounding evening prime-time programming.
study by Women on Words and Images,

However, the

showed women with more on-

camera speaking parts than men in evening prime-time commercials.
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Women are again underrepresented in dramatic programming,
especially in action-adventure programming.

This situation

possibly exists because the behavior associated with actionadventure programming is not considered "typically feminine"
behavior.

Women appear to be better represented--more closely

on a fifty-fifty basis numerically--in situation comedies
and daytime serials.

The more equal representation of women

in daytime serial drama is possibly due to the fact that
such programming--aimed at a largely female audience-attempts to represent and interest the daytime female viewers.
Age and Personal Characteristics
In three of the commercial studies, the ages of the
product representatives were also studied.

Differences

appeared between the ages of males and females.

Generally,

the tendency seemed to be to depict women as young, or
younger than men.

In Dominick and Rauch's

study, 43 percent

of the males were thirty-five years and under with 71 percent
of the females in this category.

In the Washington study,

56

percent of the males were forty years and under while 82
percent of the females were placed in this age classification.
In the Toronto study,

66 percent of the males were forty

and under with 84 percent of the females being such.

In older

age groupings, Dominick and Rauch found 57 percent of the males
thirty-five and older with 29 percent of the females older.
The Washington group found 44 percent of the males over forty

moon"-,
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years with only 18 percent of the females this age.

The

Toronto group found 34 percent of the males over forty with
16 percent of the women in this category.
As with the commercial studies,

Downing found that

in daytime serials, women tended to be younger than their
male counterparts.

For every age past twenty to twenty-

four (Downing's youth classification), men outnumbered
women.
These results show consistently that women are younger
than men, particularly in the area of commercials.

Also

in daytime serials, usually geared for a primarily female
audience, women are generally younger than men.

These re-

sults seem to indicate that one requirement for females
(but not males)

in commercials and daytime serial drama is

that of youth.

More statistics are needed from other pro-

gramming--daytime and comedies--to determine if these results
concerning age differences of males and females are consistent
in this area.

Occupation
In commercials,
commedies,

and situation

females and males were pictured in different occu-

pational roles.

While males were depicted in occupations

such as businessman,
prestigous

dramatic programming,

doctor, entertainer--generally professional,

(or glamorous)

or supervisory in nature--women were

depicted in occupations such as housewife or as nurse,
tary, and stewardess--generally service-type in nature.

secre-
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In commercials,

Dominick and Rauch found that 56

percent of the 230 females
picted as housewives.

(having occupations) were de-

Professional females and working

wives were absent from the picture.

Seven out of ten females

with an observed occupation, held a job of subservient
nature.

Women were also not found in as wide a variety of

jobs as men.

The advertisements were coded as representing

forty-three different occupations for men and only eighteen
for women.

The Washington and Toronto studies also recorded

occupational data of this type.

In both studies,

females were

overrepresented in family/home occupations while males dominated media/celebrity

and business/sales/management

occupations.

Women were pictured in a more limited variety of occupational
roles than they are actually engaged in.

In the study by

Women on Words and Images, they found eighty-seven males
pictured in commercials as employed (i.e., having a paying
job of some kind), with only forty-four females pictured as
such.

They also recorded forty different occupations

males, with only twenty-one for females.

for

Their study showed

women less frequently in paying jobs and more frequently
caring for the sick.

In Seggar and Wheeler's analysis of

selected occupations of dramatic characters,
every female ethnic/racial group

over half of

(Black, British,

Chicanos,

Europeans, White) were portrayed in five occupations.
five occupations were secretary, nurse, stage/dancer,
and government diplomat.

Those
maid,
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In occupational data from daytime serials, Turow found
that men maintained control of the dramatic action through
the role of medical doctor.

In other results, Downing found

that in daytime serials 58 percent of men were categorized
as "professional" as opposed to the actuality of 14 percent
men "professionals" in the U.S. male population.

For females,

serials depicted 19.4 percent "professionals" while 15
percent was the actual census figure reported by Downing at
the time of the study.

Twenty percent of the women could

not be identified as to type of employment while only 11
percent of the men fell into this situation.

For daytime

dramatic characters over twenty-five years of age, the proportion of professionals was higher for men.
In the study of adventure and situation comedy programming, Women on Words and Images found that thirty-nine
different occupations were reported for males, sixteen for
females, with thirteen of the same occupations for both
sexes.

This study,

in contrast to the other studies, also

reported that in dramatic programs focusing on family situations, males are the predominant wage earners,with married
women and mothers not supporting themselves financially in
most cases.

Being able to support oneself is limited to

single women such as Mary Tyler Moore.
These studies show that males are more likely to be
pictured as professional employees and females portrayed in
a more limited variety of low level employment positions.
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However, Downing found one limited exception in her study
of daytime serials.
four),

In the youth category

(twenty to twenty-

the women professionals outnumbered the men six to
one.

Married women and mothers are not usually shown
as major
wage earners, while single women usually

are pictured as

such.

Marital Status
In marital

status of female television characters,

only three of the studies reported results.

Tedesco found

in dramatic programming that 32.4 percent of the males
were
married with 51.15 percent of the females married.

Downing

found that marital status for 85 percent of the women
and 73
percent of the men was indicated by the conversation
for
daytime serial characters.

Long and Simon also reported from

the children and family programs analyzed,

fourteen out of

thirty-four of the adult females on the programs were
married.
However,

figures for married males were not reported in the

Long and Simon study.
These results seem to show that marriage is more
a
female state than male state in some dramatic programming
and
in some daytime serial drama.

Locale
In commercials, women's place was shown to be in
the
home.

Dominick and Rauch found 38 percent females depicted

in the home versus fourteen percent of the males.

Men

were more likely to be depicted in an outdoors or
business
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setting while more women were also shown with children,
15 percent of females versus 7 percent of the males.
New York, Washington,

In the

and Toronto studies, the results

showed women in family/home occupations.

Concerns
Women were depicted as being concerned with things
that deal with the home by a ratio of over two to one to
males in the home.

In Dominick and Rauch's study,

75 percent

of all advertisements using females were for products normally
found in the kitchen or bathroom.

However, only 56 percent

of the commercials without females were for these same types
of products.

In the

Screen Actor's Guild study,

in on-camera

speaking principals, females were most likely to be found
in cosmetics commercials

(61 percent)

and pet food (54.0 percent),

and household products

followed by apparel

Males appeared in commercials for beers and wine
cent),

gasoline and auto accessories

financial concerns

(53.5 percent).
(90.1 per-

(84.6 percent),

and

(83.5 percent).

In the studies by the Washington NOW Chapter and the
Toronto group, the female product representatives were most
often seen performing domestic tasks involving the product.
Males, however, tended to demonstrate
the product.

(but not actually use)

In Washington NOW's study,

71 percent of females

used the product while only 31 percent of the males did so.
In the Toronto study,

32 percent of females used the product

with only 9 percent of males doing so.
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Sex Objects
Along with selling these types of products, women were
sometimes depicted simply as a sex-object/decoration in a
commercial.

Neither of the two studies dealing with this

aspect of role depiction defined the term "sex-object/
decoration."

However,

in Dominick and Rauch's study,

dress

of females was one variable used in determining presence of
sex-object/decoration depiction of women.1 8

They found that

48 percent of the observed females were judged to be casually
dressed.

They found only 7 percent appearing in nightgowns

and 5 percent in some stage of undress.

However, when using

the seven categories established by Dominick and Rauch to
determine primary role of the female in the advertisement,
the most frequent role of females was that of sex-object/
decoration.1 9
that category.

Thirty-two percent of the females fell into
They also found that the frequency of women

portrayed as sex-object/decoration varied, depending upon which
sex was the potential product buyer.

In advertisements for

products generally associated with male buyers, 54 percent of
the females were used as sex-object/decorations as opposed to
25 percent of the females used as such in products bought
generally by females or bought equally by both sexes.

Long

and Simon also revealed in their study of cartoon and situation comedy programming that females'
was that of a sex-object,

interaction with men

subject to male appraisal and approval.

The general image of women, according to Long and Simon, was
one of tradition and sexism.
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These results, while stemming from only two studies,
do seem to point to portrayal of females as sex-object/
decorations

in commercials and in Long and Simon's analysis

of cartoons and situation comedies.

However,

since the term

sex-object/decoration was not specifically defined in either
of the two studies, it is difficult to determine exactly
what was meant by the term--thus making the results inconclusive.

The possibility exists that men, too, may be cast

in this same role, but no studies deal with this possibility.
Status Relative to Men
The results of several of the various
women's status inferior to that of men.

studies presented

For example,

in

Dominick and Rauch's study men were the "beneficiaries"
(persons benefiting from females'

tasks and activities)

in

54 percent of the food advertisements and in 81 percent of the
cleaning advertisements.

Turow,

in his study of daytime serial

drama versus evening prime-time drama, found that in evening
drama (1)

53 percent of the "directives"

(advising and ordering

interactions between the sexes)

revolved around "masculine"

subjects such as business, law,

government, crime,

with danger;
the episodes;

and coping

(2) male directives were found in 70 percent of
female directives in 30 percent of the episodes;

(3) only 22 percent of the female initiated interactions
pertained to masculine topics such as professional actionoriented milieu;

(4) only 10 percent of male-initiated di-

rectives were related to "feminine" knowledge
such as love,
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the family, the home, personal problems, and the arts.

In

the daytime serial drama, however, Turow found the following

figures:

(1) 44 percent female directives in interaction

between the sexes and (2) the domestic environment of daytime serial drama, geared primarily for female audiences,
showed 56 percent male-initiated directives.

Turow inter-

preted these results to show that television's dramatic
landscape was shaped so that selection of characters,
assignment of occupations,

the

and the movement of plots operated

to minimize the chances of women being given the opportunity
to show superior knowledge in regard to men and to guarantee
that areas in which they were given such opportunities were

along traditional lines.
In Downing's study of daytime serial drama,

she found

women serial characters portrayed in a positive light both
personally

and in relation to men.

Downing found the women

characters portrayed as liked and respected by male colleagues.

She found them portrayed as responsible members of family
structures exercising judgment and offering support to. parents

and children alike.
These studies present a picture of women in commercials
and evening drama portrayed with lesser status than men.
the daytime serials, the results were mixed.
shows male dominance in daytime serials,

Turow's study

But Downing's

study shows women as relatively equal to men in their role
depiction in daytime serial drama.

In
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Male/female Behavior
The study of adventure,

situation comedy programming,

and commercials by Women on Words and Images recorded
differing behaviors between males and females.
2,035 behaviors was
prime-time programs

A total of

noted from the sixteen top-rated evening
observed

and coded.

Both male and female

characters displayed more negative than positive behavior
overall.

Negative traits were anger, aggression,

incompetence,

etc..

feeling, bravery,
ness.

cowardice,

Positive traits were such as warmth of

competence, honesty, humor, and supportive-

When negative behaviors were divided by sex,

the females

had 66 percent instances of negative behavior with males
having 59 percent of such.

The measuring of competent be-

havior, as a positive trait for males and females,

revealed

interesting results in top-rated adventure drama.

Males had

46 percent competent behavior while females had 14 percent
competency.

In situation comedies,

however, males had 12

percent competency with females having 17 percent.

In rating

incompetent behavior of the sexes, women spent 20 percent of
their time in all programs rated in this type of behavior.
Males spent 9 percent of their time in incompetent behavior.
Tedesco,

in her study of major characters in prime-time

network dramatic programs,

found a general trend from semantic

differential testing to show that males appeared as active
and independent, with female characters lacking independence.
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The results of the studies are mixed.

Females are shown as

incompetent in particular types of programming with males
shown as more incompetent in situation comedies.
Summary and Conclusions
Based on the results of the twelve studies summarized
in this chapter, women are depicted in television in the
following ways.

First, they are underrepresented in most

areas of programming, but particularly in commercials and

evening dramatic programming.

Women are rarely heard as off-

camera commercial voice-over announcers.

However, women are

about equally represented with men as on-camera commercial
product representatives, but the time of day may affect this
representation.

Both the Toronto and Washington studies found

that in evening prime-time commercials, women are less often
employed as commercial product representatives than their
male counterparts.

However,

there seem

to be more female

product representatives during the daytime when,

supposedly,

the viewing audiences are dominated by women.
In evening dramatic programming, women are again underrepresented,

usually occupying less than 30 percent of the

dramatic portrayals.

Females are noticeably missing from

action-adventure type programs.

Women characters are more

evenly represented in daytime serial drama and situation
comedies.
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Females are often depicted as relatively young in
commercials and even in daytime serial drama.

Older men

are used much more frequently.
Occupationally, women are portrayed as housewives.
commercials,
mopping,

they are shown performing tasks such as dusting,

and waxing.

Although the largest occupation for

women in the United States is that of housewives,
also 20 million working wives in the U.S.
professional women.
women,

In

However,

there are

and numerous

if television depicts employed

it is usually in a low-level or service-type occupation,

In evening drama,

almost twice the number of different types

of occupations were reported for men than for women.

Married

women and mothers were rarely seen as major wage earners in
this type of drama.

In an exception to other types of pro-

gramming, daytime serial drama pictured some professional
women.

Overall, however, women were restricted to the types

of occupations they could be portrayed in on television.
Females were frequently depicted as sex-object/decorations
in commercials,
consumers.

especially if products were aimed at male

One study of

(predominantly) situation comedies

showed that females were generally subject to male appraisal
and approval.

Since the term sex-object/decoration was not

defined in either study,

this caveat must be kept in mind

when considering the results of such depiction.
Females were often pictured as subservient to males.
In commercials,

men benefited from female tasks,

concerning food and cleanliness.

usually
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In evening drama, women mainly took directions from men.
In daytime serial drama, the results were mixed.
study of daytime serial drama,

In Turow's

females took direction from

men 56 percent of the time, while Downing's study of daytime
serial drama showed women on a generally equal status with
men.
In evening prime-time programs females exhibited slightly
(66 percent male versus 59 percent female) more negative
actions than males.

Males exhibited more competency behavior

than females in adventure programs.
competency in situation comedies.

Females showed more
However, females spent

twice as much time in incompetent behavior
than males

(9 percent)

In most cases,

(20 percent)

in all evening programming.

the consensus of existing studies con-

firms most feminist criticisms.

Feminists have claimed that

television's role depiction of women is unfair and deficient
in the following areas:

(1)

and sex-object/decorations;

stereotyped image as housewives
(2) formation,

confusion of women's image versus reality;
role models for adolescents; and

distortion,

and

(3) absence of

(4) depiction as submissive,

unintelligent, and unassertive people.

Based on the preceding

profile, constructed from existing empirical research into
role depiction,

it can be seen that most of the criticisms

are justified.

Women are depicted in a stereotyped image of

either housewives or sex-object/decorations.

Various kinds

of professional role models for adolescents are absent from

-

-

-
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most commercials and dramatic programming.

This depiction

reflects a distortion from the real life situation of numerous
working wives and mothers.

This distortion could lead

adolescents to be confused between the televised image of
women and their real image.
Women are also depicted as obsessed with subjects such
as the best brand of a household,

cosmetic, or pet product.

Only with the help of the authoritative male voice-over
announcer,

it is implied, can she make a choice.

Even in

the home, which is often considered a female responsibility,
women are depicted as secondary social creatures.
One possible exception to these depictions of women is
in the area of situation comedies and daytime serials.

Women

are almost equally or equally present with men in number
representation in these two areas.

Females were depicted as

showing more competent behavior than males in situation
comedies.
The evidence produced by these empirical results definitely
shows that generally the role depiction of women in television
is grossly discriminatory, particularly in the large-audience
prime-time segment of the programming day.

Even with the few

exceptions, there is no evidence to point the other direction,
that women are depicted fairly and accurately in television.
Through voicing objections to such depiction, many women's
organizations are obviously aware that this situation exists.
Chapter III of this study is devoted to a survey of women's
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organizations who are concerned with the role depiction of
women in television.

Chapter IV moves on to another concern

of the same organizations, employment of women in the television industry.
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CHAPTER III

GROUP STANDS AND ACTIONS CONCERNING ROLE DEPICTION
Feminists have organized in order to combat role
depiction discrimination in the television arena.

Umbrella

organizations and coalitions composed of several feminist
groups have been formed in order to have a more powerful
voice in broadcasting issues.

Organizations have audited

television programming and have published reports on their
findings.

Groups have filed petitions to deny license renewal

against particular television stations.

Feminist information

centers and feminist publications have been created to bring
media news to women.

Groups wanting better women's program-

ming have issued statements to specific television stations.
Women are working together to create films about women for
national television.

From these diverse feminist activities,

no effort has been undertaken to sort out all the recent
results,

stands, opinions, and actions concerning women and

television.

It was decided to accomplish this through a

survey of women's organizations and several related groups.
The survey was conducted in the following manner.

A

list of organizations was selected from the following sources:
Women's Organizations and Leaders--1973, The Rights of Women:
The Basic ACLU Guide to Women's Rights, Encyclopedia of
Associations,

and trade, popular, and feminist publications.
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From these sources were selected all organizations whose
primary purpose,

related purpose, or resulting actions

were connected in any way to the role depiction of women
in television. 1A

questionnaire,

which was pre-tested on

ten individuals, was sent to each organization selected.
The questionnaire requested information concerning the
organization's composition and number of members, primary
aim or purpose,

and perceived political classification.

questionnaire requested the organizations'

The

stands concerning

the role depiction or employment of women in television.

It

asked for the actions concerning the role depiction or employment of women in television.

The questionnaire contained

an additional request that the respondent suggest names and
addresses of other feminist organizations concerned with
television.

The respondent checked a blank if results of

the survey were desired.

Of ninety-two groups on the mailing

list, eighty-eight were from research sources,
suggested by the survey respondents.

and four were

Four other organizations

suggested by the respondents were duplicates from research
sources.

(See Appendix for list of organizations surveyed.)

The survey was a mailing type, conducted in two waves.

In the first wave,mailed December 2, 1974, the mailing package consisted of an original typewritten letter,

also pre-

tested, a one-page questionnaire, and a stamped return envelope.

The second wave, mailed January 10,

1975, to all

existing non-respondents, consisted of a new letter reminding
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the organization of the first mailing packet.

The second

mailing packet also contained a copy of the original first
wave letter,

a questionnaire, and a stamped return envelope.

Follow-up letters were sent to each responding organization
to thank the respondent and to secure any additional needed
information.2
The data from the responding organizations'
naires were number-coded on a programming form.

questionThe process

resulted in a frequency distribution percentages of responses.
Next, organizations were classified according to primary aim
or purpose.

If the respondent of the organization had not

stated a primary aim or purpose, the entire questionnaire
and any additional letter or information sent by the organization was examined. 3
This chapter will concentrate specifically on the stands
and actions of organizations concerning the role depiction

of women in television.
organizations'

Chapter IV will deal with the

stands and actions concerning the employment

of women in television.

Results

Response Rate
This study aimed at a 65 percent response rate.4

It

was reasoned that this would be a realistic figure due to
the nature of many of the groups.
operating with volunteer staffs.

Often they were small,
Some of the organizations
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were single-purpose; they organized for a specific aim,
achieved that purpose, and disbanded.

Some of the larger

organizations, those regularly staffed and longer established,
were concerned with problems of their own memberships and
specific interests of their organizations,

thus having

little interest in the question of women and television.
Taking into account these factors,
of 62 percent

the actual response rate

(fifty-seven questionnaires) was considered

satisfactory for this study.

Of these 89.5 percent

one questionnaires) were useable.5

(fifty-

Thirty-eight percent

of the groups did not respond although some are generally
active in media issues

affecting women.

(See Appendix

for list of respondents and non-respondents.)

Responding Organizations
The groups that responded tended to be rather small,

with predominantly female memberships, and to consider themselves "moderate" in approach.

Although nearly 30 percent

did not report any membership figures,
cent) had fewer than 1000 members.

twenty-one (41.2 per-

The "national" (eleven

or more states} category of organizational scope contained
the largest number of organizations, making up 60.8 percent
of the total responding.

groups.

Local and state organiza-

tions made up another 25.4 percent of the total respondents
so the "average" responding organization tended to be national
in scope, but relatively small in membership.
IV of the Appendix for this information.)

(See Tables I-
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Methodology
In order to establish a classification
system for all
the responding organizations,

nine categories were created.

These categories were derived from the
organizations'

own

statements of purposes or aims or, where
such statements
were ambiguous or missing altogether,

from internal examina-

tion of the remainder of the questionnaires
and any accompanying material.
cation/information,

The categories included political,
educational, public interest,

legal, umbrella organizations,
special interest.
in each category.)

communi-

employment,

children's television and

(See Appendix for list of organizations
Into the political category were put

organizations listing objectives such as working
for legislative changes affecting women's rights and
equal rights,
political education and information for members
and encouragement for political participation.

Into the communication/

information category went organizations with
aims such as
publication and spread of information on topics
and actions
concerning feminist and media issues, uniting
of women in
all communicative fields and information referrel
services
for women.

Into the educational-type category were placed

groups with aims such as practical educational
work, conducting education focusing on institutional
origins of sex
discrimination, motivating and facilitating
organization's
educational activity toward social and economic
issues,

leader-

ship training, representation of academic
community and work
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to elevate the teaching profession.

Into the public inter-

est group category went groups with purposes such as representation of public broadcasting interests, improving news
reporting, and action to improve status of women in broadcasting fields.

Into the employment category went organi-

zations with concerns of improving employment of women in
broadcast media and activities of labor unions of actors
and actresses.

Into the legal category were placed organi-

zations with aims such as representation of feminists and
citizens in media suits, protection of civil
liberties,
and representation of citizens groups in communication
matters.

In the umbrella organizations' category were

groups with purposes primarily concerned with work toward
achieving equal status for women in education and careers
with affirmative action for women in television areas.
Into the children's category, organizations were placed
if interested in educating parents to television's effects
on the child, achieving high quality programming
for children,
stimulating research in children's television, and encouraging guidelines relating to media and children.

Into the

special interest category went a group reflecting a particular interest of its members.
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TABLE I
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS ACCORDING TO PRIMARY PURPOSE

Total

Type of Organization
N*

0

Political

6

11.8

Communication/Information

7

13.7

14

27.4

Public Interest

5

9.8

Employment

7

13.7

Legal

5

9.8

Umbrella

3

5.9

Children's Television

3

5.9

Special Interest

1

2.0

Educational

Total

I-

51

100.0

1

N
Table I shows that of the total fifty-one responding
organizations, the heaviest concentration of respondents
(27.4 percent) cited educational objectives as their primary
purpose.

The communication/information and employment cate-

gories (13.7 percent) were second, with political oriented
organizations (11.8 percent) third.

These four types of

organizations const ituted 66 percent of the total responding
organizations, so the response came from basically three types-educational groups and the related communication/information
groups, political groups, and employment groups.
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TABLE II
OFFICAL STANDS OF ORGANIZATIONS CONCERNING
ROLE DEPICTION OF WOMEN IN TELEVISION

i

Total

Stand of Organization

N*I
4-

1.

Negative--oppose sex-stereotype
role depiction

8

15.7

Positive--change must come to role
depiction of women

6

11.7

Neutral--favor investigation and information concerning role depiction

3

5.9

4.

Need positive role models for children

3

5.9

5.

Miscellaneous

5

9.8

6.

No stand

26

51.0

51

100.0

2.
3.

Total
*N, Number
Stands

As shown in Table II, twenty of the fifty-one respondents
reported stands that, upon analysis, fell into five categories.
The five categories were,
Negative stands--those that oppose the existing status
but make no suggestion to improve it; for example, those that
oppose sex-stereotype existence indoctrination and ineffectual
depiction of women;
Positive stands--those that call for positive action,
saying, for example, that change must come "now" to produce
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better and fairer role depiction of all women, including
minority women;
Neutral stands--those that do not state opposition
to existing status nor suggest changes, but do reflect
concern;

for example, those that favor investigation and wide-

spread information dissimination concerning the image of
women and its relationship to media discrimination;
Need positive role models for children in television's

depiction of women;
Miscellaneous--those stands such as the need for women's
programming, awareness of language demeaning to women by
television stations, and stands that were not specifically
explained by the organizations.
While over half of the respondents reported taking "no
stand" on television's depiction of women, a majority of
the remaining responses seemed to fall into one of the four
categories of stands.

Eight groups (15.7 percent)

negative approach; six organizations
the positive approach;
more neutral stand;

three groups

another three

took the

(11.7 percent)
(5.9 percent)

(5.9 percent)

took

took a

expressed

the need for positive role models for children in television's portrayal of women,

and the remaining five groups

(9.8 percent) had stands that fell

in the miscellaneous

category.
Twenty-six of the responding organizations reported
"no official stand."

Various groups stated that their organi-

zation did not understand or support "official stands."

rn

One
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group responding, The League of Women Voters, stated that
it had taken no active position on the portrayal of women
in commercial broadcasting, but had supported the Advisory
Council of National Organizations'

recommendation to the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting Service to increase and
improve programming for, by, and about women.

Another organi-

zation, Women's Equity Action League reported an interest in
the portrayal of women, but no official stand concerning
such.
As can be seen in Table III,

of the groups taking stands,

educational (32 percent) and political

(16 percent) took the

largest percentage of stands of groups responding.

Public

interest, employment, and children's television groups
followed, each took 12 percent of the total stands taken.
(See Appendix for the list of organizations by category.)
Educational and employment groups most often took the
positive type stand acknowledging that change must happen
concerning women's image in television.

Political organi-

zations tended to take a negative-type stand, which was
taken by

the widest variety of groups, opposing the present

role depiction of women on television.

Public interest

groups reflected mostly positive stands with children's
television groups unanimously concerned with the need for
positive role models for children.

Of groups taking no

offical stands, the educationally oriented groups had the
largest number

(six) of "no stands."

However,

this could
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TABLE III
TYPES OF GROUPS AND TYPES OF STANDS

Types of Stands
U)

Type
of
Organization

-)

4i)

'H

U)

rH

ci)

e)

0

0

0)

ci)

bo

0

4-J
ci)

z

U
U)
'H

ci)
ci)

-4

z

Political

1

2

Communication/
Information
Educational

0
H
4-

4

+

4-

2

3

Public
Interest

e H

Cd
4-)

0

1

4

16

1

1

2

8

2

1

8

32

1

3

12

1

3

12

2

Employment

2

Legal

1

1

4

Umbrella

I

1

4

3

12

0

0

Children's
3

Television

Special
Interest
-I-

1-

Total
Total

I-

1-

8

6

3

3

5

8

6

3

3

S

25
25

10.0

100
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also be attributed to the fact that educational organizations contributed the largest number of responses to the

initial survey.

Actions
Table IV shows that the various actions taken by the
groups ranged from predominantly informational action (18.8
percent) and citizen action (24.6 percent)
percent).

to no action (33.3

Of the fifty-one responding organizations,

a total

of forty-six different actions were reported taken by the
groups.

These forty-six actions seemed to fall into the

following six categories:
Informational--letter-writing campaigns, speeches,
production of media materials for and about women, informational media use packets, media education for women,

spread

of

feminist

information to women about media discrimination,

programming,

feminist news coverage;

Organizational--formation of coalitions and media task
forces;
Citizens Action--women's advisory councils to television stations'

personnel, negotiations with networks-stations,

formal complaints to the FCC,

filing of petitions to deny

license renewals, and filing of law suits, agreements with
stations;
Psychological approach--workshops and sensitivity sessions
on television gender roles;
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Research--conduct television monitoring studies
and
disseminate findings, study concerning
children, women,

and television.

TABLE IV
ORGANIZATIONS' ACTIONS CONCERNING ROLE
DEPICTION OF WOMEN IN TELEVISION

Actions of Organizations

Total

Informational
Organizational
Citizens Action

13

28.3

5

10.9

17

37.0

Psychological

3

6.5

Research

6

13.0

2

4.3

46

100.0

Miscellaneous
Total
*N, Number

Table IV shows that citizen action and informational
were the most prevalent types of actions,
together accounting
for thirty actions

(65.3 percent).

Research was a distant

third in total actions taken.

Some of the groups reported

more than one type of action.

However, a total of 33.3 per-

cent of the organizations reported "no action."
Table V shows that of groups taking actions,
the political,

educational,

most actions.

and umbrella types of groups took the

Political groups, four of the six groups
in
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TABLE V
TYPES OF GROUPS AND TYPES OF ACTIONS

0

Typ

0
Ty

'H

U

NType-

Organization
PUM
cr

0

Political

0U

3

H

0e
0 --

. ::. U

0

U

;4.

2

tI

V~)

0

0
'H

0

9

+o

C

O
H
-)

Ya

N

M

3

c

-

0

2

00

10

21.7

3

6.5

9

19.6

Communication/
Information

3

Educational

5

1

2

1

Public
Interest

1

12

Employment

2

Legal

4

Umbrella

6

4.3

2

1

1

1

6

13.1

4

8.7

7

15.2

5

10.9

0

0

Children's
Television

2

1

1

1

Special
Interest
Total

13

5

17

3

6

2146

00.0
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this category, took the most actions using more
varied types
of actions.

Educational groups took 19.6 percent of the

actions taken using predominantly informational
action.

This

is to be expected since education is really
a form of information dissemination.

Umbrella groups used mainly citizen

action in matters concerning role depiction.

However, most

types of the groups tried some kind of citizen
action.
the groups responding,

Of

100 percent of the children's tele-

vision groups had taken some action concerning
role depiction.
Legal groups and childrents organizations had
taken information types of actions.

Political, educational,

and umbrella

groups had taken 64.4 percent of the total actions.

TABLE VI

RELATIONSHIP OF STANDS AND ACTIONS AMONG ORGANIZATIONS

Groups Taking Actions
NO

21

4

41.2%

7.8%

N*

YES

%

Groups

YES

Taking

Stands

7N19
13.7%

N,

Number

N*
37.3%

%

NO

--
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Table VI shows that of twenty-five organizations (49
percent)

having an official stand, twenty-one (41.2 percent)

have taken some action.6

However, of twenty-six organiza-

tions having no official stand, seven organizations had
taken some action.

This "no stand but action" situation

seemed to be due to the fact that an organization's pur-

pose did not contain any objectives specifically relating
to women and television.

However,

being either a women's

organization or feminist organization,

the groups had

become involved in actions concerning either the sex-stereotyping of women in television or the employment of women in
such.

Of the organizations taking informational,

organi-

zational, and citizen action, the National Organization for
Women, both nationally and locally, has been the most active.

The Special Case of NOW
The national NOW Broadcast Media FCC Task Force has been
extremely active in national concerns of women.

Their actions

have ranged from creation of a media task force kit, available to NOW Chapters, to testimony before Congressional
committees and the Federal Communications Commission.

National

NOW has also protested administration nominations of James
Quello and Luther Holcomb to the Federal Communications Commission on grounds that both were unsympathetic to the needs
of women.7
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The NOW Broadcast Media Task Force has
also worked to
help local chapters in media actions and
to lobby Congress.
The Task Force has attempted to pressure
the FCC to adequately enforce rules which prevent
discrimination toward
women.8
Table VII shows that both national and
local NOW Chapters
have engaged in a multitude of media actions.

These actions

range from the establishment of
task forces, coalitions,
committees, and advisory councils to the
filing of petitions
to deny license renewals.

Local NOW chapters have been

extremely successful in securing feminist
programming and
feminist news coverage from local stations,
airing of NOW Public Service Announcements.

including the
Some local

chapters (eight) have been able to negotiate
with stations
and reach some agreements.
failed,

However, when negotiations have

several chapters have filed petitions to deny

license renewals.

The stations petitioned by either
NOW,

or coalitions of which NOW was a part, were
WSYR-TV of
Syracuse; WRC-TV of Washington,
of Denver.
groups,

D.C.; KOA-TV and KWGN-TV

In other actions, Detroit NOW, with forty
other

filed a license challenge against WJBK-TV.

San

Diego NOW filed a petition with the FCC
to deny Storer
application for transfer of KCST-TV.

Columbia, S.

C. NOW

filed with Women's Equity Action League
against all stations
in their community.9
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TABLE VII
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN: MEDIA ACTIONS
CONCERNING THE ROLE DEPICTION
OF WOMEN IN TELEVISION

Established
Testimony'
task forces, and Lobby
committees,
before
coalitions
Congress-&FCC

Name
of
Organization
National NOW

x FCC
Task Force

Chapters:
Syracuse
New York
Pittsburgh
Washington, D.C.
Charlotte, N.C.
Columbia, S.C.

Negotiations
with Local
Stations

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
New Orleans
Knoxville
Louisville
Tampa
Orlando
Columbus, Ga.
Shreveport
Dallas
Houston
Val Verde, Tex.
Shawnee, Okla.
Detroit

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

Chicago
Rockford, Ill.
Du Page, Ill.
Milwaukee
Eau Claire, Wis.
Cincinnati
Tippecanoe Co., In
Denver

x

lo
x

Los Angeles
San Diego
Total

x

x
16
I

I
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TABLE VII--Continued
Agree-iPetitions
ments
to Deny,
with
License
Stations
Challenge

Feminist
Programming
and News
Coverage

Complaints
Monitorwith
ing
Regulatory
Studies ,Agencies
x

xWNYS-TV
xWSRY-TV
xWABC-TV

xWNYS-TV

x
x

x

x 3

x

x

xWRC -TV
xWSOC-TV
x
x

xNARB

x

x

x against
all community sta.

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

xWXYZ-TV x license
chal. with
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Discussion
Efforts were made to include every organization that
voiced a stand or took action on television's role depiction
of women.

Of ninety-two questionnaires mailed out, 62

percent were returned.

Of these,

questionnaires) were useable.

89.5 percent

No attempt was made to analyze

the nature of the non-respondents.
mind,

(fifty-one

With these factors

in

it should be possible to make some observations con-

cerning women's organizations and their stands

and actions

on television's role depiction of women.
Of the total responding groups,
zations were the most numerous.

educational-type organi-

Of the total respondents,

a negative or "opposed-to" type stand

(15.7 percent)

the most common one taken by the organizations.

was

This stand

opposed sex-stereotype role depiction of women in television.
stand."

Twenty-six of the organizations reported "no official
Reasons for this could have been that the lack-of-

structure characteristic of many women's liberation groups
does not employ typical formal organization and specialized
votes such as elected officers, official stands, specific
organizational guidelines or formal charters or constitutions.
Still another reason for the "no stands" could have been the
fact that the groups simply were not the types of organizations that needed outlined stands and action to achieve
their organizational goals.
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Five of the groups had a reasonably high percentage
of
stands within the classifications of types of
organizations
with the negative stand being most prevalent.

Educational

(32 percent) and political groups (16 percent)
had the highest
percentages of groups with stands. Political
groups were
active in taking stands in spite of (relatively)
few numbers.
Public interest, employment, and children's television
groups
followed with 12 percent each of stands taken.
The primary
purposes of these organizations revealed the reason
behind
their voicing of official stands.
All five of the types
have purposes concerned with legislative,
social, economic,
and educational issues affecting women; therefore,
they
were concerned with problems in the area of women
and television.
Of the actions taken b y groups responding,
informational
(18.8 percent) and citizens action (24.6 percent)
were the
most widely reported types used--probably due
to their
effectiveness when used.
0 f groups taking different
types
of actions, the political, educational,
and employment groups
took the most varied action.s within their own
organizational
classification.
Of the responding orgai nizations, political,
educational,
and umbrella groups reporte(I the highest percentage
of actions.
Again, political organizati( )ns took the
largest percentage
of actions regardless of th(%ir few number.
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Educational organizations possibly took a great deal
of actions in role depiction due to the large number of
educational organizations responding to the survey since
more educational organizations received questionnaires.
However, with the eight stands taken by educational-type
organizations on role depiction, a high percentage of action
would naturally follow.

Umbrella organizations reported

a high percentage of actions possibly because they reflected
united feminist groups' activities.
The relationship of stands and actions among responding
organizations showed that 41.2 percent of the organizations
took a stand and some type of action.

The reason for the

discrepancy which existed with some organizations taking
stands but no action or actions and no stands could be
explained as follows.
The actual purpose of an organization did not always
reflect the women's issues it became involved in.

This para-

dox caused some groups to report actions concerning role

depiction even though they had "no official stand" on such.
However,

if they had "official stands" on role depiction

but had taken no action, an opportunity had not always
arisen calling for the group to act--thus a stand but no
action.
Those groups taking no stand and no action (37.3 percent)
simply did not have organizational objectives or inclinations
concerned with women's role depiction in television.
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Of the organizations exhibiting action concerning
women's role depiction, the National Organization for Women
has been the most active, both nationally and locally, for
several reasons.

First, National NOW, with its establish-

ment of a Media Task Force, has recognized the importance
of media within the feminist movement.

They appear to

believe that media, especially television, has a tremendous socializing effect on the audience at large.

National

NOW is concerned with the image, programming, and employment
of women in the broadcasting industry.10

These concerns

appear to have been communicated, recognized, and acted
upon by many local NOW chapters; thus revealing a unified
organizational structure.

Local chapters have also developed

individualized processes for dealing with local media.

NOW

chapters, appear not only to be aware of the broadcasting
industry, but educated in its methods, regulations,
laws,
and procedures for changing such.
The discussion of group stands and actions will be
continued in Chapter IV.

It will deal with the area of

women's employment in the television industry.

NOTES
Since the organizations selected for survey were
compiled from varied sources, there was room for possible
subjectivity in the final list of selected organizations.
2 The

survey materials are found in the Appendix and
include all of the following:
list of selected organizations, questionnaire, original first wave letter, second
wave letter, and follow-up letter.
3 This

analysis of the necessary questionnaires and
additional information created possible subjectivity in
types of organizations' classifications, stands, and actions.
4 M.

H. Gopal, An Introduction to Research Procedure
in Social Sciences (London, 1964) , p. 146:
"The degree and
3ependability of response are related to three main factors:
(1) The subject of inquiry; (2) the class of respondents;
and (3) the structure of the questionnaire.
Very broadly,
a high reliability could be expected in answers to objective
and factual questions and low reliability regarding attitudes."
An attempt was made to mail the Women and Television survey
questionnaire to primarily interested organizations.
The
questionnaire asked for some factual information.
Taking
into account Gopal's principles concerning survey response
and the organizational variables mentioned under response
rate on page "fifty-two
of this chapter, the Women and
Television survey aimed at a moderate response rate of
65 percent.
A questionnaire was classified as useable if the respondent had supplied the requested information either on
the questionnaire or in additional material accompanying
the questionnaire.
6 Twenty-one

organizations taking stands and actions on
role depiction of women in television were as follows:
Political--National Organization for Women, NOW Washington Co.
Chapter, Pennsylvania; Women's Equity Action League, Citizen's
Advisory Council; Communication/Information--Media Report
to Women; Educational--National Organization Ifir~iWomen Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, The Stanton Project, Media Plus Inc. (company),
American Association of University Women, Los Angeles Extension Project; Public Interest--Women for Change, Corporation
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for Public Broadcasting; Employment--Los Angeles Women's
Coalition for Better Broadcasting, Public Information Task
Force; Legal--Bellamy Blank Goodman Kelly & Stanley;
Umbrella--Community Coalition for Media Change; Children's
TV--Action for Children's Television, Committee on Children's
Television, Change for Children.
7 Whitney

Adams, Report on the National Broadcast Media
(FCC) Task Force (Chicago: National Organization for Women,
1974), pp. 9-11.
8 Adams,

p.

9 Adams,

pp. 1-9.

1 0 Adams,

10.

p. 1.

CHAPTER IV

GROUP STANDS AND ACTIONS CONCERNING WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT
A second major concern of feminist groups involves
alleged discrimination against women in employment practices
of the television industry.
groups vary.

The stands and actions of these

Therefore this chapter,

also a result of the

survey described in Chapter III, will report stands and
actions of feminist groups working in the area of women's
employment in the television industry.

Results

Stands
Table VIII shows stands of the fifty-one responding
organizations.

These stands were based on the organiza-

tions' positions on the employment of women in the television industry.

Twenty of the fifty-one respondents reported

stands that seemed to fall logically into five categories.
Of the groups taking official stands, the greatest number-seven (13.7 percent)--took what was categorized as an
equality stand,

i.e., supporting equality for women in all

areas of employment of the television industry and in most
other occupations.
stands--six

The second most prevalent types of

(11.8 percent)--were in the promotion category;
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here the groups wanted women to get more station jobs
get promotions at stations,
all fields of communication.

i.e.,

ment opportunities

integration of women in

Three groups

stands in the general category.

and to

(5.9 percent)

took

They felt that dismal employ-

exist in television for women,

changed' (unspecified) must happen.

therefore

Two groups (3.9 percent)

took stands involving informational and training concepts.
These groups worked at conveying information to women on the
status of women's employment in the media fields.

Another

two groups were committed to training women employees of all
occupations to utilize their full potential.

TABLE VIII

STANDS OF ORGANIZATIONS CONCERNING WOMEN'S
EMPLOYMENT IN THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY

Total

--

Stand of Organization

1.

Promotion

6

11.8

2.

Equality

7

13.7

3.

General

3

5.9

4.

Informational

2

3.9

5.

Training

2

3.9

6.

No stand

31

60.8

51

100.0

Total
*N, Number
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A total of 60.8 percent of the organizations did
not have an official stand concerning women's employment
in the television industry.

This total

(60.8 percent)

was due possibly to the fact that some of the groups

responding had been originally established (though they
did not state this) to aid women .in attaining equality
in careers, therefore,

an official stand was not necessary.

It is also possible that some of the groups simply see
women's employment in the television industry as a minor
segment of all women's concerns of today and of their
particular organization.
Of the groups taking stands, Table IX shows that four
types of organizations took the largest percentage of
stands.

Organizations with educational-type objectives

took 25 percent of the stands taken and the greatest variety
of stands.

This large percentage could possibly be explained

by the high number of educational groups responding.
munication/information,

employment, and legal followed,

each taking 15 percent of all stands
umbrella organizations
taken.

Com-

taken.

Political and

expressed 10 percent of the stands

Public interest and children's television groups

maintained 5 percent of the stands taken.

The promotional

stand--while not the largest category--was taken by the
widest variety of organizational types.
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TABLE IX
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS TAKING TYPES OF STANDS

Type

fH

of

0

4

P.
HH+j

41

0

0

r-A

H

Organization
o

a0V

O
Ct

$- WU 0 E- 4

0

0 0
0\

2

10

3

15

5

25

1

5

2

3

15

3

3

15

2

10

1

5

1

1

Information

1

1

Educational

1

Public
Interest

1

Employment

1

Political

P
+j4-)

t

Communication/

Legal
Umbrella

1
1

1

2

1

1

Children's
Television

1

Special
Interest

0

Total

6

7

3

2

2

20

100

Act iOns
The actions of the organizations working in the area
of the employment of women in the television industry ranged
from predominately citizens action (23.7 percent)
zational action

(5.1 percent).

to organi-

Of the fifty-one responding
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organizations, a total of thirty-nine different actions
were reported taken by thirty-one groups.
took more than one action.

Some groups

These thirty-nine actions

seemed to fall into the following categories:
Informational--letter writing campaigns, pamphlets,
speeches, publication of information concerning women's
employment in the television industry, publication of
available jobs in media fields, transmission of information to women and about women internationally, publication
of workbooks on employment discrimination;
Organizational--formation of task forces, committes,
and coalitions;
Citizen action--women's advisory councils to television
station personnel, negotiations with stations, written
agreements with stations, charges filed with regulatory
agencies, filing of petitions to deny license renewal, and
filing of law suits;
Training/education--using multimedia to teach women
employees communication skills, consultation on television
sex descrimination in employment;
Research--conduct television monitoring studies,

con-

duct job and salary survey of members.
These actions are very similar to the organizations'
actions taken on role depiction discussed in Chapter III.
The responding organizations employed similar types of actions
in employment as they had used in role depiction.
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TABLE X
ORGANIZATIONS'

ACTIONS CONCERNING THE EMPLOYMENT

OF WOMEN IN THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY

Total

Action of Organizations
%

N*

Citizens action

14

35.8

Informational

10

25.6

Training/education

4

10.3

Research

4

10.3

Miscellaneous

4

10.3

Organizational

3

7.7

39

100.0

Total
*N, Number

Table X shows that citizen action was the most usual
action taken by the responding organizations, accounting
for 35.8 percent of the actions.
second

(25.6 percent)

Informational action was

in use among the organizations.

ing/education, research,

Train-

and miscellaneous action each

accounted for 10.3 percent of the total.

Organizational

(7.7 percent) was the type of action taken least by the groups.
One possible explanation of this occurrence is that most of
the organizations consider their formal and informal structure
as organizationss already prepared for action."

Therefore,

the already formed groups proceed with citizen action.

Of

the responding fifty-one organizations, twenty took no action

on woments employment in the television industry.
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TABLE XI
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS TAKING TYPES OF ACTION
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12.8
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1

2.6

4

10.3

4

10.3

2

5.1

5

12.8

0

0

Communication/

Information
Educational

5
1

3

3

1

1

2

Public
Interest
Employment

2

Legal

4

Umbrella

1

Children's
Television

3

1

1

1

1

1

Special
Interest

Total

14

10

4

4

3

4

39

100.0

Figures in Table XI show that of groups taking action,
educational-type groups

(28.2 percent)

(17.9 percent) were the most active.

and political groups
The high number of

the
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responses from organizations with primary aims classified
as "educational" probably accounts for the high percentage
in that category.

National Organization for Women, one

of the most active organizations, was classified as a
political group in that category and accounts for the high

activity in that category.

Communication/information and

children's television groups both took 12.8 percent of the
actions.

Educational-type groups took the widest variety of

action with informational and training actions being the
most widely used.
informational,

Political groups took citizen action,

and organizational type actions.

Political

groups were active in such a varied manner not only because
NOW is so active, but because of
actions and (2)

(1) the diversity of their

their local/national set-ups.

Communication/

information groups took only informational actions with
children's television groups taking mostly citizen actions.

Legal groups had taken only 10 percent of the actions, but
concentrated entirely in citizen action because that is
what they are set up to do--file petitions to deny, intervene in hearings, etc.

Of the actions taken, citizen action

was most popular because of its effectiveness.
Table XII shows that,

of fifty-one organizations, twenty

organizations(39.2 percent)
took an action and a stand.1

took an official stand.

Eighteen

Of thirty-one organizations

(60.8 percent) not taking an official stand, thirteen had
taken some action.

Two organizations taking a stand had
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taken no action.

Eighteen organizations

(35.3 percent)

took no official stand and no action.
TABLE XII

RELATIONSHIP OF STANDS AND ACTIONS AMONG ORGANIZATIONS

Groups Taking Actions
YES

NO

18

2

35.3

3.9

N*

Groups

%

YES
Taking

Stands
13

18

25.5

35.3

N*
%

NO
*N, Number

National Organization for Women (NOW)
In Chapter III, the extensive activity of the National
Organization for Women in the area of television role depic-

tion was discussed.
of employment.

NOW is also very active in the field

Of the organizations taking citizen action,

the National Organization for Women was by far the most

active organization, both nationally and locally,
On the national level, NOW members from Syracuse,
Pittsburgh, New York,

and the national NOW (FCC) Task Force

testified before the House Subcommittee on Communications
and Power.

The NOW testimony was strongly against the

proposal to extend the license period of broadcasting stations
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from three to five years.

The NOW testimony was based upon

the premise that such legislation would impede citizens'
actions to influence broadcasting policies.2

Table XIII shows

the activities of National NOW regarding media employment.

TABLE XIII
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN:
ACTIONS ON MEDIA EMPLOYMENT

Established

Name of

task forces, Testimony

Lobby

Secured FCC

Organization coalitions,
before FCC
FCC &
Media Employment
& committees & Congress Congress
Kit
Guidelines
NOW
(National
Chapter)

X

X

X

X

X

In dealing with the Federal Communications Commission, the

NOW National Chapter succeeded in 1971 in getting the FCC to
adopt equal employment opportunity rules for women.

However,

NOW discovered that the Commission staff was not enforcing
the rules.

After an April, 1972, meeting of NOW and the

Commission, the FCC notified all New York and New Jersey
licensees that women,

in addition to minorities, were included

in the equal employment rules.
reviewed stations'
employment.

Through 1972-73,

the FCC

records to determine women and minority

Stations not employing women and minorities or

having declining numbers of such employees were sent letters
of inquiry.

License renewals were postponed until the licensee

justified its employment profile.3
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NOW also submitted a proposal for changes in FCC
employment enforcement procedures.

Commissioner Hooks

acknowledged the suggestions in NOW's proposal, but never
contacted NOW for follow-up discussions.

In January, 1973,

NOW did meet with the full Commission to discuss NOW's
recommendations to Commissioner Hooks and their proposal
for revision of the criteria used by the FCC to identify
licensees who needed Equal Employment Opportunities inquiries.
NOW received no substantive response from the Commission so
they proceeded to Congress with the recommendations.4
shown in Table XIV,

As

local NOW chapters have also been involved

in various actions concerning women and employment in the
television industry.

Local NOW Chapters have used many

types of action to protest station employment practices.
Generally, both the role depiction of women and the employment of women at television stations have been examined by
local NOW chapters when they have engaged in negotiations,
agreements,

and petitions to deny license renewal

in regard

to local television stations.

All petitions to deny license

renewals, shown in Table XIV,

were a partial result of

the stations'

employment practices in relation to women.

These petitions were filed by Syracuse, New York, Washington,
D.C.,

Detroit, and Denver chapters. 5
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TABLE XIV
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN: LOCAL CHAPTERS'
ACTIONS ON WOMEN AND EMPLOYMENT

Name of the
Organization

Established
task forces,
coalitions,
& committees,

Negotiations
with Local
Stations

Syracuse

x

x

New York

x

x

Pittsburgh

x

x

Washington, D.C.

x

Charlotte,

S.C.

Columbia, S.C.

x

New Orleans

x

Louisville

x

x

Tampa

x

x

x

x

Dallas
Houston
Detroit
Chicago
Milwaukee
Denver

x

x

San Diego

x

x

Total

9

11

Total

9

11

WRIffill

-

-owl

x
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TABLE XIV--Continued

Filed Petition
to Deny License

Agreements
with

Complaints
withI
Regulatory

Renewal

Stations

Agency

xWSRY-TV

License
Challenge

xWNYS-TV

xWNYS - TV

xWABC-TV
x
xWRC-TV
xWSOC-TV
xagainst all
community
stations

x
x

xWTVT-TV

EEOC

x
x
xWXYZ-TV

xKJBK-TV

xWBBM-TV
(verbal)
xKOA-TV
xKWGN-TV

xKCST-TV

8

mn
I1IM

9

9

+

-i

1
I

2

2iIM'ri#Ill''
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Discussion
Of the total fifty-one responding organizations,
twenty of the groups took stands on the employment question.
Of the twenty groups taking stands, an equality stand supporting equality for women in the television industry and
other occupations was the most
stands taken were promotional,
and training types.
"no official stand."

numerous stand.

Other

general, informational,

Thirty-one of the organizations reported
Reasons for this situation could be

similar to the reasons for "no stands" concerning role
depiction.

Lack of formal organization of some of the

women's liberation groups could have caused a "no stand"
response.

Some of the more structured women's rights

groups and professional women's organizations could have
considered employment problems in the television industry
as a minor area of the major issues affecting today's women.
The groups having the highest percentages of groups with
stands basically involved four types of organizations.
were educational-type groups

(25 percent), who took the

greatest variety of stands, communication/information
percent), employment

These

(15 percent), and legal

(15

(15 percent).

The promotional type stand was taken by the widest variety
of organizational types.
Thirty-one (60.8 percent) of the fifty-one responding
organizations reported taking thirty-nine actions on women's
employment.

The types of action consisted of informational,
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organizational, citizen action, training/education, and
research.

Of the actions taken,

citizen action

(35.8 percent)

was the most popular type with organizational action (7.7
percent) being the least used type.

Of the fifty-one

responding organizations, twenty took no particular action.
This lack of action was due possibly to the fact that no
opportunity had presented itself to involve these organizations in employment-type actions concerning women.
Educational-type groups reported the largest percentage
(28.2 percent) of actions and the largest variety of actions
taken.

Political

(17.9 percent),

communication/information

(12.8 percent), and children's television groups (12.8
percent)

followed in percentages of action taken.

cal groups,

Politi-

like educational organizations, took a wide

variety of actions.
The relationship of stands and actions.among the fiftyone responding organizations showed that 35.3 percent of the
groups took stands and some type of action.
between stands but no action,

The differences

or actions and no stand possibly

resulted because of differences

in an organization's original

purpose and what issues the group actually became involved
in.

Although an organization might not have an official

stand concerning women's employment in television,
by other feminists'

if asked

groups to support action concerning

women's employment, the groups having "no stand" became
involved.

Taking a stand and taking no action could also
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result from the organization becoming concerned in other
issues affecting women, other than employment in television.
Of the organizations acting on women's employment in
television, the National Organization for Women has been
the most active, both nationally and locally.

Due to the

organizational and legislative structure of NOW, its members have been able to locate possible discriminatory situations and challenge broadcasting stations' employment practices toward women.

National NOW aids local NOW chapters

in the proper procedure for investigating and challenging
possible discriminatory practices in broadcasting's employment of women.

National NOW has been able to assemble both

local and national NOW members to testify before and lobby
both Congress and the FCC in matters dealing with women's
employment in the television industry.

NOTES
1 Eighteen

organizations taking stands and actions on
women's employment were as follows:
Political--National
Organization for Women, NOW Washington Co. Chapter, Pennsylvania; Communication/Information--Women in Communications,
Media Report to Women, Media Women; Educational--National
Organization ~for Women Legal Defense and Educational Fund,
Stanton Project, NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund,
Los Angeles Extension Project, and Women's Training and
Resources Corporation; Public Interest--Public Communicators
Inc.; Employment--Los Angeles Women's Coalition for Better
Broadcasting, American Federation of Radio and Television
Artists; Legal--Bellamy Blank Goodman Kelly & Stanley,
Women's Rights Project--ACLU, Equal Rights Advocates;
Umbrella--Federation of Organizations for Professional Women;
Children's Television--Action for Children's Television.
2 Whitney

Adams, Report on the National Broadcast Media
(FCC) Task Force (Chicago: National Organization for Women,
1974), p. 9.
3 Adams,

p. 10.

4 Adams,

pp. 10-11.

5A

Adams, pp.

1-9.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The feminists of today are concerned with many issues
affecting women.

They are especially concerned with the

socialization processes of the sexes and the effects of such
processes on individual behavior; consequently,

feminists

have turned their attention to mass media, particularly
television,

as socializing forces.

In the 19601s, feminists

had begun to voice criticisms concerning the image of women
that television presented.

They contended that television

reinforced negative and incorrect stereotypes of women, that
television presented a distorted and unreal image of women,
and that television's depiction of women might become an
acceptable norm of behavior.
In Chapter II of this study,

the empirical evidence

concerning the role depiction of women in television was
summarized to determine whether such feminist criticisms
were justified.
reported.

Twelve studies were analyzed and the results

Six studies had been done in the area of tele-

vision commercials.
matic programming.

Four had been done in the area of draOne study had been conducted concerning

children and family television programs,
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64 percent of which
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were situation comedies.

One study dealing with adventure,

situation comedies, and commercial programming had been
done.

The dates of the twelve studies ranged from 1969 to

1973.

The results of the studies confirmed many of the

feminists criticisms concerning the role depiction of women
in television.

Television tended to use women much less

than men as commercial voice-over announcers and in some
evening dramatic program acting roles, particularly in actionadventure type programming.
serial drama,

In situation comedies, daytime

and on-camera commercial announcement (as

product representatives)

situations,women appeared as often

or nearly as often as men.

Television, however,

tended

to portray women as housewives, sex-object/decorations
(according to two studies but the term sex-object/decoration
was not defined), or low level employees.

Television pic-

tured women as younger and more often married than males.

They were shown in the home concerned with problems of the
home--detergents, pet food, clean floors, etc..
study,

In one

(Turow) women were portrayed as often taking direction

from male actors in both daytime serial drama and evening
prime-time drama.

Another study

(Downing), however, showed

women tended to have status equal to that of men in daytime
serial drama.

Television also tended to show women as some-

what less competent than men,
programming.

except in situation comedy

And according to one study

(Women on Words and

Images), women in television also tended by a small margin
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to behave more negatively (i.e., they behaved more angrily,
aggressively,

cowardly, or incompetently)

counterparts behaved.

than their male

Taking into consideration these

results of the empirical studies--on the whole--the research
tends to indicate that the feminists'

criticisms

are justi-

fied.
Feminists have organized in order to combat the alleged
discriminatory role depiction of women in television.

As a

result, organizations have audited actual television pro-

gramming and published reports.

Groups have filed petitions

to deny license renewal against particular stations.

Umbrella

organizations and ,coalitions of feminist groups have come into

being.

Feminist information centers and feminist publications

have been created to bring media news to women.

Women have

worked together to create films about women for national
television.
Feminist organizations have also become concerned over
women's employment in television--number of jobs filled by
women, types of jobs assigned women, promotion of women to
more responsible positions,

etc..

Popular, feminist, and

(broadcasting) trades publications printed

numerous reports

of feminist organizational activity in role depiction and
employment of women in television.

This study attempted to

compile all recent results, stands, opinions, and
concerning women and television.
accomplish this purpose.

actions

A survey was conducted to

Effort was made to include every
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women's organization or related organization working for
changes in role depiction or women's employment in television.

Ninety-two organizations were surveyed;

fifty-

seven (62 percent) responded; fifty-one (89.5 percent) of
the returned questionnaires were

usable.

The responding

organizations were classified by primary aim or purpose-.
political

(11.8 percent),

percent), educational
percent), employment

(13.7 percent),
children's

(2 percent).

legal

television (5.9 percent),
Stands on role depiction

(11.7 percent),

need positive role models

tional

actions by

The five types of stands were negative (15.7

percent), positive

(9.8 percent).

(9.8

(9.8 percent),

were taken by 49 percent of the organizations,
54.9 percent.

(13.7

(27.4 percent), public interest

umbrella (5.9 percent),
and special interest

communication/information

neutral (5.9 percent),

(5.9 percent),

and miscellaneous

The six categories of actions were informa-

(28.3 percent), citizen action (37 percent), organi-

zational (10.9 percent), psychological (6.5 percent),
research

(13 percent),

and miscellaneous

(4.3 percent).

The types of organizations that took stands most often
were political (16 percent)

and educational

(32 percent).

The types of organizations that took actions most often were
political(21.7 percent),
umbrella (15.2 percent).

educational

(19.6 percent), and

The most active organizations were

those that took actions alone or stands and actions;

these
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accounted for 54.9 percent of the total.
tion for Women,

National Organiza-

being the most comprehensive and active

organization, took the greatest number and variety of
actions to improve role depiction of women in television.
Chapter IV reported the organizations'

stands and

actions concerning the employment of women in the television
industry.

Stands were taken on employment by 39.2 percent of

the organizations.
(11.8 percent),
cent),

The five types of stands were promotional

equality

informational

(13.7 percent),

general

(3.9 percent), training

(3.9 percent).

The six categories of actions were citizen action
cent),

informational

(25.6 percent),

(5.9 per-

(35.8 per-

training/education

(10.3 percent), research (10.3 percent), miscellaneous (10.3
percent), and organizational

(7.7 percent).

The types of

organizations that took stands most often were educational
(25 percent),
tion

employment

(15 percent),

(15 percent),

communication/informa-

and legal (15 percent).

The types of

organizations that took actions most often were educational
(28.2 percent) and political

(17.9 percent).

The most active

organizations were those that took actions alone or stands
and actions;

these accounted for 39.2 percent of the total.

According to the survey, some 38.2 percent of the organizations are doing most of the activity in correcting perceived
problems in television's role depiction and employment of
women.

By far,

the most active organization in both areas,
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both nationally and locally,
for Women.

is the National Organization

It has taken both stands and many types of

actions concerning both role depiction and employment of
women in television.

Conclusions
Feminists have contended the role depiction of women
in television is narrow, distorted, and limiting as a role
model for children and adolescents.

Some research has been

done in this area, but there has been little coordination of
the various research efforts.

The study has brought together

results of these research efforts.

This compilation of

results tends to show that, in general, role depiction of
women in television is indeed stereotyped, distorted,
narrow and thus justifies most of the feminists'

and

criticisms.

Feminists have also become concerned with alleged discrimination against women in employment practices of the
television industry.

Although Federal laws exist to prevent

discrimination, sex discrimination is still said to exist.
These two major concerns of feminists--role depiction of
women in television and employment discrimination in the
television industry--have caused many feminists to organize
in order to combat these two injustices.
press,

From reports in the

it appears that many types of feminist organizations

with a multitude of purposes have been created especially to
attack the issues of role depiction and employment of women
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in the television industry.

Additionally, some well-estab-

lished women's organizations have incorporated

one or both

of these two issues into their own programs.

With such an

organized effort on the part of feminist and women's organizations, certain conclusions
be drawn.

to explain such activity can

The high response rate to the survey shows that

women's organizations are working for change in both role
depiction and employment of women in the television industry.

Role Depiction
Results of the studies.--Analysis of the research studies
on role depiction points to unequal representation of women
as authoritative commercial voice-over announcers and in
dramatic portrayals,
programming.

particularly in action-adventure type

This underrepresentation is probably due to

producers' and advertising agencies'

assumptions that female

voices are assumed to be less authoritative than male voices
and thus less effective in selling products.

Women appear

less often and in generally less important (glamorous, prestigous, etc.)

roles in prime-time drama, programmed for a

general audience; one implication that could be drawn here
is that women are considered to be less influential in and
of less importance to society as a whole.

Women are portrayed

in daytime drama or as commercial product representatives as
nearly equal in numbers and importance to men; yet women
must still be portrayed as relatively young.

This characteristic
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is not important for male dramatic or commercial actors.
This situation implies that women are valued for physical
characteristics such as youth and beauty rather than valued

for their worth as individuals.

In light of the fact that

youth is a temporary state for both sexes, television's

"youth" distinction for women only seems grossly unfair.
Occupationally, women are almost always pictured in
the home or in low level employment positions.

In commercials

and dramatic programming, women are depicted as usually
concerned with products and problems associated with the home.
They worry over diaper absorbency, pet foods, clean floors,
and coffee, etc.,
men.

issues rarely the concern of television's

Although creative homemakers

and feminists alike pro-

test this narrow depiction, such depiction continues.

Of

all women between the ages of eighteen through sixty-four
in the United States,

51 percent work full or part-time. 1

Most of the women work for the same reason as men--for money;
yet this situation could not be inferred from television
portrayals.
According to two studies females are portrayed as sexobject/decorations in commercials and some situation comedies.
Although the studies'

reports fail to define "sex-object/

decoration," presumably this term refers to the "dumb blond"
image of women.

Such portrayals,

then, would seem to tend

to perpetuate the myth that women are valued in society
chiefly for their looks and their

(implied) role of submissive
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creatures in a male-dominated society.

Even when females

are portrayed in dramatic programming as active and participating, their roles are written to show slightly more
negative behavior than males.
chance to perform positively,

For instance,

if given a

television's portrayal of

women often shows them making mistakes or simply doing
things badly.

This type of portrayal reinforces another

myth, that women are not positive factors in a given situation.

Also shown as less competent in adventure programs,

this is a double condemnation at women's actual ability as
capable and coping human beings in a dangerous or adventurous
situation.
Television's distorted image of women quite naturally
has aroused anger and resentment in homemakers and feminists
of all types.

Several organizations have moved to combat

such a distorted depiction.
Results of the survey.--Of the total fifty-one responding
organizations, the greatest number of responses came from
basically four types of organizations--educational, communication/information, employment,

and political organizations.

This organizational responsiveness indicates that these types
of organizations were most interested in issues concerning
women and television.
At the time of the survey, the political,
employment,

educational,

and umbrella types of organizations were doing
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most concerning role depiction of women in television.

The

negative stands--opposing women's stereotyping in television
(without offering alternatives)-was taken most often by these
groups.

This seems to indicate that many organizations

need to move on to positive stands and actions concerning
the issue of role depiction, to suggest ways to improve
television's portrayal of women.

For example, if women be-

come more equally represented in dramatic programming and
less stereotyped, what image should television reflect of
them?

Should they copy the images of male counterparts or

should they present different images?

Much work and dis-

cussion is needed by women's organizations to help television
production people and advertisers present a fair and accurate
image of the changing role of women in our society.

Only

women and men who understand the concepts and implications
of this changing role can contribute to a realistic depiction of both sexes and their relationship to each other in
television programming.
The extensive participation of some organizations,
particularly NOW,

indicates

that some feminists are aware

of the tremendous need for making media personnel,
legislators,

advertisers,

and citizens aware of feminist concerns in the

area of television.

Ninety-two organizations that might have

some concern for women and television were found and sent
questionnaires;

fifty-one returned useable responses;

percent took some stand or action on role depiction.

62.7
Yet
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with over 5,000 women's organizations in the United
States,
it would seem that more women should be concerned with a
medium as pervasive and influential as television.

Perhaps,

with the extensive activities of the relatively few groups
concerning role depiction, participation will spread to
other women's groups.
The organizations that have acted on role depiction have
most often employed citizen action to attain their goals.
Citizen action is the type of action where an organization
or organizations have banded together to take specific measures concerning a feminist or citizen concern;

thus they

have filed a petition to deny license renewal or have
reached an agreement with a particular television station
after negotiations.

Citizen action is probably most preva-

lent because of its effectiveness--perhaps because it uses
"the system" to bring about desired goals.

Since the major-

ity of the groups that responded considered themselves
moderate, this seems to imply a belief in "the system"
and that it can be used to achieve social change.

With

the moderate women's groups employing effective citizen
action to accomplish their goals, broadcasters have stopped,
looked,

listened, and in many cases acted to meet the groups'

requests.
Groups such as NOW, Women on Words and Images, American
Association of University Women, and the Women's Conference
of Screen Actor's Guild have used empirical evidence to show
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that the role depiction of women is presently distorted.
The groups have been able to present their cases as organized citizens to Congress,
personnel.

FCC members,

and broadcast

By working through the organized legislative

and legal systems, these groups have achieved productive
results concerning the role depiction of women in television.

Employment
Feminists'

concern pertaining to employment of women

in the television industry was reflected by the survey on
women and television.

Some feminist organizations have been

involved in action concerning the employment issue.
Results of the survey.--Among the responding organizations concerned with women's employment in the television
industry, the equality and promotional stands were the most
prevalent.

Presumably equality in employment and promotion-

al stands would lead to improvements--opportunities for promotion, advancement,

higher salaries, and better representa-

tion in management--for women in many areas of the television
industry.

The support of the organizations of equality for

women in all occupations,

including the television industry,

reflects the general supportive nature of the new feminists.
Of the stands taken on employment of women in the television industry,
stands.

twenty (39.2 percent) organizations took

Educational-type organizations

cation/information (15 percent),
legal groups

(25 percent), communi-

employment

(15 percent), and

(15 percent) were the leading groups of those
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taking stands.

These groups took a variety of stands

indicating a need for much work in employment of women in the
television industry.

Of the twenty organizations taking an

official stand concerning women and employment, eighteen
organizations had taken some action.

This meant that these

organizations were not only concerned, but were working
intensely in the area of women's
vision industry.

employment in the tele-

The high number of "no stands" could

possibly be explained by some of the groups simply seeing
women's employment in the television industry as a minor
segment of all women's concerns of today and of their particular organization.
However,

a total of thirty-one (60.8 percent)

of the

organizations had taken some action regarding employment.
This action concerning employment indicates some organizations
were working in this area even though they had no official
stand on employment.

This implies that some organizations'

members see the need for action involving alleged discrimination against women in the television industry.

Of the

actions taken, citizen action was used the most often.

Use

of citizen action reflects a tested method for achieving
change through the existing legal and social institutional
structure.

Informational action was the second most widely

used action by the groups.

Informational action consisted of

dissemination of information among groups and individuals
the purpose of ending employment discrimination.

for
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Over-all results of the survey.

The same types of

--

groups appear to have the most stands and actions in both
role depiction and employment of women in the television
industry.

Educational-type and political groups took the

most stands on role depiction of women in television,
48 percent.

totaling

Actions concerned with the role depiction were

taken mainly by political, educational,

and umbrella orga-

nizations, totaling 57 percent of the actions.
employment of women in television,
tion/information,

In the

educational, communica-

employment, and legal groups took 70 per-

cent of the stands taken.

In actions taken on women's

employment in the television industry, educational-type,
political, communication/information,

and children's tele-

vision groups carried out 72 percent of the total actions
taken.

(See Appendix for list of organizations.)

These

figures indicated that a few organizations within the nine
types of organizations established for this study were
doing most of the work concerning women and television.
However, considering the extensive work done by organizations
such as the National Organization for Women, a great deal
seemed to have been done by these few organizations.
In conclusion, the concerns over the role depiction of
women in television are justified.

The empirical and survey

results show that role depiction of women in television is
grossly discriminatory and that several organizations are
aware of the situation.

Discrimination against women also
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exists in employment of women in the television industry.
However, attempts at change in role depiction and employment discrimination are being made.

From the achievements

of the few groups working in feminist concerns of role
depiction and employment in television,

it appears that work-

ing in and through "the system" is the most effective method.
The more radical methods such as protests and sit-ins have
never really been used by many of the feminist groups to
achieve their aims.

Therefore,

if feminists continue to

perfect their legal and systematic procedures for achieving
media change within "the system" it appears that they will
continue to be successful in their efforts.
Recommendations for Further Research
Research and preparation for this study revealed that
much work needs to be done in the area of role depiction of
women in television and employment of women in the television
industry.

The following lines of inquiry could prove worth-

while for additional study:
1.

More empirical research concerned with both men's

and women's role depiction in all types of television programming.
2.

More empirical research concerning youth as a

characteristic for males and females in dramatic programming
and situation comedies.
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3.

Research concerning how successful the media actions

of the National Organization for Women have been in attaining
results.
4.

Analysis of media informational kits produced by

various women's organizations.
5.

More research concerning specific legal suits of

feminist organizations against particular television stations.

NOTES
'Women at the Top:
Changing Attitudes of the Nation's
Executives Toward Women's Management PotentiaI, 1972 (Princeton: Opinion Research Corporation, 1972), p. 2.
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APPENDIX

List of Organizations Surveyed
Nine Categories Classification
Respondents
Political

NOW Legal Defense and
Educational Fund

National Organization for
Women
Washington NOW County Chapter
Washington, Pa.

NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund
The Stanton Project

Women's Equity Action League

Media Plus, Inc.

League of Women Voters

American Association of
University Professors

National Women's Political
Caucas

(company)

Committee on the Status of
Women

Citizens Advisory Council on
the Status of Women

Association of American
Colleges

Communication/Information

Project on the Status and
Education of Women

Media Report to Women

publication)

Young Women's Christian Asso.

Women in Communications

National Education Association

Women's Action Alliance

National Education Association-Teachers Rights

Media Women

Hers--Higher Education Resource
Center

Women's Liberation Center of
New York

Los Angeles Extension Project

Women's International Network

Center for Women Policy Studies

Women's Clearinghouse

Women's Training and Resources
Corporation

Educational
American Association of
University Women
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Public Interest

Equal Rights Advocates, Inc.

Advisory Council of Nation-

Boston's Women's Legal Collective

al Organizations to the
Corp. for Public Broadcasting
Corporation for Public

Broadcasting
Public Communicators

Inc.

American Councils for
Better Broadcasts
Women for Change

Employment

L. A. Women's Coalition
for Better Broadcasting
Public Information Task
Force

Umbrella
Federation of Organizations
for Professional Women
National Federation of Business
and Professional Women's Clubs,
Inc.
Community Coalition for Media
Change
Children's Television
Action for Children's Television
Committee on Children's
Television
Change for Children

Federally Employed Women
Screen Actor's Guild
Women's Committee

American Federation of
Radio and Television
Artists

Special Interest
Daughters of Bilitis
Non-useable Respondents

WNYC-AM

four individuals

KUGS-Bellingham

two organizations no longer
in existence

Legal
Bellamy Blank Goodman
Kelly & Stanley
Women's Rights
ACLU

Project--

Citizens Communications
Center
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Non-respondents
Women Who Want to be Women

Women's Lobby,

Mexican-American Legal Defense
and Educational Fund

Women United

Berlin,

Roisman and Kessler

Baltimore Women's Law Center

Inc.

Intercollegiate Association
of Women Students
Communications Workers of
America

Human Rights for Women

Coalition of 100 Black
WITCH

Women

Alliance of Women for Equality

American Federation of
Teachers--Women's Rights
Committee

American Women in Radio &
Television
Women's Coalition
Women's History Research Center

Federal Women's Program Chairman
Feminist Voice
International Institute for
Women's Studies
Tri-Network Women
Women's Rights Committee

(WRC-TV)

Office of the United Church of
Christ
National Black Feminist Organization
Twin Cities Film Collective
L.

F.

Liberation

Seven individuals (associated with
media organizations)
Three segments of a national organization
who responded as one
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Questionnaire
(Please feel free to attach printed matter with the appro-

priate section(s) circled and marked to identify the specific
questions) respondedto, 1.

to use

ife~TFa-ck.77

What is the composition of your organization's membership?
a.

b.

Please check one.
predominantly male;

predominantly female;
both men and women

What is the approximate number of your organization's
active members?

2.

What is the scope of your organization?
Local or
State;
Regional (two through ten states);
National (eleven or more states)

3.

a.

What is the primary aim or purpose of your organization?

b.

Within the context of the feminist movement, how
would you classify your organization?
Conservative;
Moderate;
Radical;
not
_~~~~Does

apply
4.

Does your organization have an official stand concerning

portrayal of women in television in any or all of the
following categories:
commercials, dramatic programming,
situation comedies?
a.

5.

Please check one.
Yes _
No (If no, please skip to question no.

b.

Which area(s)?
(Check as many as appropriate)
Commercials;
Dramatic programming;
_ Situation comedies;

c.

What is that stand?

Does your organization have an official stand concerning
the status of women's employment and advancement opportunities in the television industry (including hiring
practices of women teaching radio/TV/film at the university level)?

5.)
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a.

Please check one.

Yes

No (If no, please

skip to question no. 6.
b.

6.

7.

What is that stand?

Is your organization or any segment of your organization
composed predominantly of parents concerned with children's
television programming or advertising?
a.

Please check one.
to question no. 7.

b.

What is the name of the parent's group?

c.

Does the parent's group have an official stand concerning children's programming or advertising?
Please check one.
Yes
No (If no, please
skip to question no. 7.)

d.

What is that stand?

Yes

No

(If no, please skip

Has your organization taken any specific action regarding
any of the issues specified in questions 4, 5, and 6?
("Action" here means anything from organized letter-

writing and pamphlet publication to the filing of law
suits.)

8.

a.

Please check one.
Yes
skip to question no. 8.)

b.

If yes, which issue and what type of action?

No

(If no, please

Please recommend names and addresses of other organizations that you feel should be contacted in regard to
this project.
Please feel free to use the back of this
page.

Thank you for your time and effort.
If you would like to
receive a copy of the results of this study, please check
here
and write your name and address on the back.
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First-Wave Letter
December 2, 1974

Work has begun here on a research project concerned with
women and television.
We would appreciate your taking a
few minutes to complete the enclosed questionnaire regarding
this subject.
The questionnaire is designed to acquire data relevant to
your organization.
The questionnaire asks if your organization has taken a position or action in regard to (1) the
portrayal of women's roles in television commercials, dramatic programming, and situation comedies; (2) possible
job discrimination toward women in the television industry;
and (3) children's television programming or commercials.
We realize that not all of these areas may be relevant to
your organization.
However, we would very much appreciate
your response to the enclosed questionnaire where the questions are related to your organization's composition, purpose, and actions.
Any additional information or resources which you might
care to cite would also be most appreciated.
Thank you very much for your time and effort.
Very truly yours,

Holly Doyle
Director, Women and Television
Research Project
Division of Radio/TV/Film
enc:

questionnaire
stamped return envelope
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Second-Wave Letter
January 10, 1975

In December, we sent a letter and a questionnaire to your
organization regarding the Women and Television Research
Project. You will find copies of this letter and questionnaire enclosed. We have also again enclosed a stamped
return envelope for your convenience.
We have, as of this date, not received a reply from your
organization. We would sincerely appreciate hearing from
you.
We would like our research to be as complete and accurate
as possible. Therefore, we are again requesting your
response and hope to hear from you soon.
Very truly yours,

Holly Doyle
Director, Women and Television
Research Project
Division of Radio/TV/Film
enc:

letter
questionnaire
stamped return envelope
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Follow-up Letter

Thank you very much for your reply to our letter and questionnaire concerning The Women and Television Research
Project.
We will be more than happy to send you a copy of the results of our findings.
It may take approximately four
months before these are conclusive. Please be patient
with us, and we will not forget to mail you a copy.
Thank you again for your time and effort in helping to
make this research successful.
Very truly yours,

Holly Doyle
Director, Women and Television
Research Project
Division of Radio/TV/Film
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TABLE I
SIZE OF ORGANIZATIONS

Number of Members
Type
Organ

tion

Over

0-999

Given

Total

%

N*

%

N*

%

N*

Political

2

(3.9)

3

(5.9)

1

(2)

6

11.8

Communication/
Information

2

(3.9)

2

(3.9)

3

(5.9)

7

13.7

Educational

4

(7.8)

4

(7.8)

6

(11.7)

14

27.4

Public
Interest

3

(5.9)

0

2

(3.9)

5

9.8

Employment

2

(3.9)

3

(5.9)

2

(3.9)

7

13.7

Legal

4

(7.8)

1

(2)

5

9.8

Umbrella
Organizations

1

(2)

1

(2)

3

5.9

Children's
Television

2

(3.9)

1

(2)

3

5.9

Special
Interest

1

(2)

0

1

2.0

Total
*N, Number

21 (41.2)

15

(29.5)

1

(2)

15 (29.4)

%

N*

51 100.0
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TABLE II
GENDER OF ORGANIZATIONS' MEMBERSHIPS

Female
only
N*

Male
only

% N*

%

Male
and
Female
N*

%

Not
Given
N*

%

Total

N*

%

Type
of
Organization

Political

6 (11.7)

Communication/
Information

5

Educational

8 (15.6) 1 (2)

3

(5.9) 2 (3.9) 14

27.4

Public
Interest

1

(2)

4

(7.8)

5

9.8

Employment

3

(5.9) 3 (5.9)t

1

(2)

7

13.7

Legal

2

(3.9)

3

(5.9)

5

9.8

Umbrella

2

(3.9) 1 (2)

3

5.9

Children's
Television

2

(3.9)

3

5.9

Special
Interest

1

(2)

1

2.0

Total
*N, Number

(9.8)

30 (58,7)

2 (3.9)

1

5(9.9)

(2)

6

11.8

7

13.7

12 (23.6) 4 (7.8) 51 100.0
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TABLE III
SCOPE OF ORGANIZATIONS

Scope
Local or
Regional
1-10 States
N*

%

National 11
or more
States

Not
Given

N*

%

N*

Total
%

N*

%

Type
of
Organization

Political

1

(2)

4

(7.8)

1

(2)

6

11.8

Communication/
Information

2

(3.9)

3

(5.9)

2

(3.9)

7

13.7

Educational

2

(3.9)

9

(17.6)

3

(5.9) 14

27.4

Public
Interest

2

(3.9)

3

(5.9)

5

9.8

Employment

3

(5.9)

4

(7.8)

7

13.7

Legal

1

(2)

4

(7.8)

5

9.8

Umbrella

1

(2)

2

(3.9)

3

5.9

Children's
Television

2

(3.9)

1

(2)

3

5.9

1

(2)

1

2.0

Special
Interest
Total
*N, Number

14

(27.5)

31

(60.7)

6

(11.8)

51 100.0
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TABLE IV
SELF-PERCEIVED POLITICAL CLASSIFICATION
OF THE ORGANIZATIONS

of
Organization

Political

Conser-

Moderate-

Radical

vative

N*

%

N*

%

N*

%

Does Not
Apply

N*

%

6 (11.8)

Totals

N*

%

Type

6

11.8

Communication/

Information

1

Educational

7 (13.7) 2

Public
Interest

3

(5.9)

Employment

4

(7.8)

2

Legal

1

(2)

3

Umbrella

2

(3.9)

Television

1

(2)

Special
Interest

1

(2)

(2)

1

(2)

5

(9.8)

7

13.7

(3.9

5

(9.8)

14

27.4

2

(3.9)

5

9.8

(3.9

1

(2)

7

13.7

(5.9)

1

(2)

5

9.8

1

(2)

3

5.9

1

(2)

3

5.9

1

2.0

Children's

Total
*N, Number

1

(2)

26 (51.1) 9 (17.7)16 (31.3)
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